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SUMMARY
\ The relatively low average farm income in type-of-farming area
I 3isobtained almost exclusively from production of cotton. Other
,(
t, sourcesof income are needed also to permit more profitable use of
farmers' resources and to raise long-time net incomes.
l This report presents and evaluates alternatives to the present
systemsof farming.
In developing alternative systems of farming, it was assumed
that the present acreage of the representative farms would not
change. The total volume of production, however, would be in-
creasedby reorganizing the farm and adopting improved produc-
tionpractices. Both of these measures would require more capital.
Largely because of its value as a cash crop, and the relatively
lowrisk involved in its production, cotton would be kept in each
alternative system. However, the acreage would be reduced in
varying amounts, depending chiefly on the amount of labor avail-
able,when combined with livestock and other enterprises. But,
with higher yields per acre and the present labor supply, the
quantity of cotton produced either would remain as at present or
wouldincrease slightly. With the assumed reduction in the long-
timelabor supply, total production of cotton would decline below
thepresent level.
Alternative systems were developed under two assumptions
relative to the labor supply: (1) That it would remain as at present
inthe short run, and (2) that it would be reduced approximately
30to 40 percent in the long run.
In adjusting the farm organization with improved practices,
alternative systems are developed around cotton and either grade
B dairying (alternative 1) or the cow-calf type of beef production
lalternative II). Hogs are combined with dairying, and either hogs
orhens, or both, would supplement production of beef.
In each farming system the present acreage of cotton would be
reduced about 20 to 25 percent to approximately the 1955 acreage
allotment under the assumption that the present labor supply
wouldbe available. On the large upland farm, however, the reduc-
tionwould amount to about 50 percent, under one assumption.
Compared with the present system, these alternatives would
permit more complete use of the land resources by (1) incorporating
idle land into the cropping system and (2) increasing production
I
peracre through the use of more efficient production practices.
Soils would be better protected from erosion. Smaller acreages
would be in cultivated crops; rotations of cultivated crops and sod
) cropson upland would be established. Idle land would be brought
into these rotations or into the permanent pasture program; and
improved grass-clover pastures would be established.
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These changes woud permit fuller employment of the labor
force on these representative farms. The range would be about
200 to 260 days as compared with the present 165 to 190 days of
labor per man.
In making these improvements, the cash outlays needed to
make the shifts where tractor power is substituted for workstock
would be 80 to 120 percent of the present average investment.
On the representative small upland farm, which would not
shift to tractor power, additional capital equivalent to about 50
to 75 percent of the present investment would be needed.
Labor earnings from alternative systems for all groups of farms
would increase. On upland farms family earnings would rise from
roughly $800 to $1,200 to around $2,500. On bottom land farms,
earnings would rise from a range of $1,500 to $2,000 to a range of
$3,500 to $4,500.
Labor returns per man-equivalent to the operators of small
upland and medium-sized upland farms would not differ signifi-
cantly. The large upland farm with only 15 acres of cotton (alter-
natives I and II) would return a third to a half more net returns
per man to the operator than would the smaller farms. For the
cotton-dairy-hog alternative I the operator would receive about
$2,200 per man and for the cotton-beef-poultry-hog alternative II,
about $2,100 per man. .
With 25 instead of 15 acres of cotton, labor earnings on the
large upland farm would increase by $250 when combined with
dairying (alternative I) and $185 when combined with beef (al-
ternative II).
With no changes in the present farming systems except to in-
crease yields per acre by adopting improved practices on present
acreages of corn and cotton, labor earnings would increase at 1949
prices. For example, on the typical small upland farm with lint
cotton at 29 cents a pound, earnings would rise about 70 percent.
At 22 cents a pound, earnings from improved practices would drop
to 25 percent above present earnings.
If the labor force were reduced 35 to 40 percent, only the large
farm would have cropper labor. This farm would employ one
full-time man on a cropper-wage basis.
With this reduction in labor it is assumed that fewer acreages
of cotton would be grown than is assumed for alternatives that
would retain the present labor supply. Reductions from present
acreages would range from about 60 percent on the representative
small farms to 80 percent on the large upland farms. In production
of cotton per man, reductions would range from zero to 20 percent
on all except the medium-sized bottom land farm and the large
upland farm. For these latter farms production per man would be
reduced about one-half.
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With reductions in cotton, production of livestock and feed
crops would be emphasized. With reduced labor, alternative III
on the large farm would have 20 percent more beef cows than
alternative II, which is similar as to type of organization but re-
tains the present labor force.
Generally, for both croppers and farm operators, the total labor
force would be more fully utilized with the reduced labor supply
and the shift to more livestock. With the present labor force, the
alternative systems would use cropper labor a maximum of 200
days per man. This compares with about 250 days per man when
the labor force is reduced as in alternative IlIon the large up-
land farm.
The problem of capital would be intensified if the total labor
forcewere reduced. Alternative systems with present labor forces
would require an additional cash outlay about equal to the present
average investment. For the alternative with reduced labor (alter-
native lIn, the additional requirement would range from one
and a half to twice the present investment.
Alternative III in all farm size groups would require an average
investment per man ranging from $12,000 to $16,500. This com-
pares with $6,500 to $9,300 per man for alternatives with the
present labor forces and $4,400 to $4,900 per man for the present
cotton system.
The representative large farm would need the highest invest-
ment. This farm would reduce its labor force 43 percent, but its
crop and pasture land would be increased to 73 acres per man.
Net returns to labor per man would be higher for alternatives
with a reduced labor supply. They would range from $1,735 on
the representative small farm to $1,825 on the large farm. For
alternatives with the present labor force, the range would be from
$1,424on the large upland farm to $1,625 on the small upland farm.
Net returns to labor per man would be higher for alternatives
with a reduced labor supply. They would range from $1,735 on the
representative small farm to $1,825 on the large farm. For alter-
natives with the present labor force, the range would be from
$1,424on the large upland farm to $1,625 on the small upland farm.
Net returns per man on bottom land farms of a given size would
be larger than net returns on upland farms of comparable size,
chiefly because of higher yields per acre and a more intensive
cropping system.
How tenants would fare if the labor were reduced may be il-
lustrated by alternative system III (beef-hog-poultry-cotton) on
the representative large farm. With the tenant and his family
making up the two-man labor force, their labor earnings would
be $3,260 compared with present earnings of about $2,000. Only
7
72 additional days of labor but about $8,200 of new capital would
be needed in the system.
Although in the long run these alternative systems of farming
would be more profitable to both labor and capital, certain ob-
stacles are recognized. Chief among these are the relatively large
amounts of new capital needed to set up improved systems. Others
include: (1) the need to learn new skills and develop higher levels
of management, (2) increased risk, and (3) a high percentage of
tenancy.
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INCREASING INCOMES THROUGH FARM ADJUSTMENTS
IN THE GRENADA-LORING SOIL ASSOCIATION
AREA OF SOUTHERN WEST TENNESSEE
Thomas J. Whatley and Samuel W. Atkins'
INTRODUCTION
Type-of-farm area 3, of which the Grenada-Loring Soil Asso-
ciation is a part, is the main cotton-producing area in Tennessee.
During the past century a large percentage of Tennessee's one-half
to three-quarter million acres of cotton has been grown there. In
general, farms have been organized around cotton. A few acres
of corn and lespedeza hay are grown chiefly for feeding work-
stock. Other livestock are kept mainly to supply home needs.
Becauseof this farm organization labor has been underemployed;
land has been used inefficiently; and farm incomes have been
relatively low.
The per capita agricultural income of Tennessee as a whole has
laggedbehind that of most of the United States. For example, in
1910 the average income per farm person in Tennessee was $154,
compared with $270 in the country as whole. From 1910 to 1950
farm income per person increased about 1.0 percent per year in
Tennessee, compared with 2.6 percent per year in the United
States. This condition existed chiefly because many people with
smallcapital resources have tried to make a living from farming.~
Forexample, the total value of land, machinery, and livestock per
farm person in 1910 averaged $466 in Tennessee, compared with
$1,241 for the United States as a whole. Between 1910 and 1945
thereal value of per capita resources in agriculture increased only
two-thirds as fast in Tennessee as in the United States. In terms
of 1910-14 dollars, per capita resources in Tennessee agriculture
in 1945 averaged $684, compared with $1,560 per capita in all
American agriculture.
Farm people in the area studied are in about the same position
asthose in Tennessee as a whole with respect to per capita farm
incomes and per capita farm resources. Although this area is a
little higher than Tennessee in per capita income, its per capita
valueof real estate, machinery and livestock is lower, as indicated
by the situation in type-of-farming area 3 (fig. 1). Relatively little
capital is needed for cotton, the major enterprise in this area.
1 Associate Agricultural Economist. Agricultural Experirnent Station. Universit;:
of Tennessee; and Agricultural Econon1ist. Production ECOnOlllics Research Branch.
Agricultural Research Service. U. S. Department of Agriculture. respectively.
, Type-of-farming area 3 in 1950 had 0.7 per~ent of the farm people in the
United States but only 0.33 percent of the farm Income and 0.28 p.ercent of the
value of real estate. machinery, and livestock.
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TABLE I.-Cash Farm Income and Value (in actual dollars) of Farm
Property per Rural-farm Person in Type-of-farming Area 3,
with Comparisons, 1919 and 19,:15, Respecli,Jelyl
-"--- ------ _._---------_ .._---~-_._----_._ ..._-_._._-----
---- ..--- ."---
Item
Type-of-
farming United
area 3 Tennessee states. __ ._~~._. ... . ._~ .::.....;..:.c.:c:...-
Dollars Dollars Dollars
Cash farm income per rural-farm
person, 1949 370
Value of real estate, machinery,
and livestock per rural-farm
_person, 19~ __ ~. 934
329 968
] Data on the value of machinery in l!J50 are not available.
Source: Census of Agriculture, 1945 and 1~)50,U. S. Bureau of the Census.
The 1940's provided an excellent opportunity to make adjust-
ments in the agricultural economy of the South. Because of job
opportunities in industries many underemployed farm workers
moved into more productive work in urban areas. A continuation
of this trend, however, would create problems in the short run.
Labor would leave agriculture faster than suitable adjustments
could be made to the reduced labor supply. In the long run, how-
ever, this process should create greater opportunities in agriculture
through expanded markets for farm products and more efficient
production.
Substitution of capital for labor leaving farms should result
in a considerably higher per capita income, provided improved
production techniques are adopted by those who remain in agri-
culture. The introduction of new capital combined with new
production techniques may take the form of an increase in farm
size, in livestock numbers, in mechanization, or a combination of
these with an improved level of production practices. Unless a
reduction in the supply of labor is accompanied by a change in the
use of other resources, however, the total agricultural output may
be reduced for the specific area or state.
Location of the Area
The Grenada-Loring Soil Association Area studied is located
in the southwestern part of West Tennessee (Fig. 1). It occupies
approximately three-fourths of the upland cotton area designated
as type-of-farming area 3, which is the northern extension of a
similar area in Mississippi, sometimes referred to as the Brown
Loam Area.
Purpose and Use of the Study
This study was intended to evaluate alternative systems to the
present specialized cotton system of farming that will better utilize
land, labor, and other capital resources in maximizing farm in-
comes and satisfactions over a period of years.
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FigureI.-Location of type-of-farming area 3 and the Grenada-Loring
Soil Association area in Tennessee
Specific objectives were as follows:
1. To describe the present agriculture of the area in terms
of land use, systems of farming, and size of farm; crop,
pasture, and livestock practices and their relation to the
physical resources.
2. To estimate the cost and returns from present and alter-
native systems of farming.
3. To point out and evaluate the limitations of and obstacles
to the attainment of desirable adjustments in farming
and suggest ways of alleviating them.
This report should serve as a guide to State and Federal agen-
ciesin helping farmers adjust their present farm plans to achieve
moreprofitable long-run systems of farming. It also should aid
in area program planning by providing a basis for estimating the
effects of proposed adjustments on production and production
requirements in the area.
Method of Study
The first step in the procedure was to describe the present
pattern of the agriculture into which alternative systems of farm-
ing must fit. This was done by (1) studying information from
secondary sources such as the Census of Agriculture and soil maps
relating to the whole area, and (2) making a field survey of farms
in a typical county in the Grenada-Loring soil area studied. Hay-
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wood was selected as the typical county. In terms of types of
farms, it is representative of about 90 percent of the farms in the
area, or the predominately cotton farms, and soil resource maps
for all farms were available.::
The farms surveyed were located in a sample of eight 2-mile-
square block that were selected at random. Information was ob-
tained on all farms in the sample blocks, provided the homesteads
of the farm operators were located within these sample blocks.
For details of the sampling procedure see appendix I.
The field survey covered 141 farms. Information was obtained
on major land uses, crop and livestock organizations, and farm
resources. On about a fourth of these farms, data were obtained
on present production practices for the major farm crops and the
cost of workstock and tractor power. An attempt was made to
learn what practices were used for small grain, improved pasture,
dairy cattle, beef cattle, and hogs; but, because few farmers pro-
duced these enterprises, the number of schedules obtained were
inadequate for analysis. To supplement the data on dairying, 40
farms that produced milk for processing in Weakley County in
the Northern Brown Loam were surveyed. In this area, where soil
resources are similar to the Southern Brown Loam, dairying has
replaced much of the cotton as a source of income in the last
2 to 3 decades.
As soil resources and size of farm are important in determining
farmers' possibilities in making successful adjustments in farming
systems, the sample farms were classified according to these fac-
tors. On the basis of soil resources, they were divided into two
groups according to the ratio of upland to bottom land in terms
of acreage. The characteristics of the soils were obtained from
area maps prepared by the Soil Conservation Service, on which
individual farm boundaries supplied by the local office of the
Agricultural Adjustment Administration were super-imposed.4 As
to size, these farms were classified according to the number of
acres of cleared land into small, medium-sized, and large farms.
For this classification the large multiple-unit farms (500 acres
or more) were excluded as units. Consequently, most of the farm
units included in this study were operated by full owners, part
owners, and tenants on the single or relatively small multiple-
unit farms.
The analyses of the sample farms for both the present situation
and the evaluation of alternative adjustments were based on this
classification. Six farms were selected to represent the farms in
each of the 3 size classifications in the 2 soil groups.
For each representative farm, alternatives to specialized cotton
farming were planned and the comparative costs and returns were
estimated. The budget method was used.
:~Dairying .and production. o[ slnall fruits and vegetables are irnpartant only in
localized areas m type-of-farmmg area 3.
1 Regional Office, Soil Conservation Scrviee. Spartanburg. S. C.. and Produetion
and Marketing Administration, BrO\Vlls"rille, Tenn .. rcspectivel~·.
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For this analysis it is assumed that the size of the representa-
tive farms would not change if an alternative system were put into
effect. The effects of changing the size of farms may be studied
by comparing systems on farms of different sizes. As for labor,
it is assumed that the size of the labor force would not change for
certain alternative systems in the short run. For other alter-
natives, it is assumed that the labor force would be reduced in the
long run.
CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPE-OF -FARMING AREA 3
Physical Factors
Topography and soils - Type-of-farming area 3 makes up ap-
proximately a tenth of the farm land in the State. It slopes south
and west from about 600 feet elevation in the east to 250 feet at
Memphis in the southwest and 400 feet in the northwest. Drainage
is by the Obion, Forked Deer, Loosahatchie and Wolf Rivers, and
their tributaries. Many of the river bottoms are low and marshy,
and are covered with forests. The streams are sluggish, having
cut their beds almost to the level of the outlets into the Mississippi
River. After heavy rains, they overflow."
The area is covered with a loessial silt soil, a wind-deposited
material that is relatively deep at the Mississippi bluffs and grad-
ually thins to the east. Under the loess are layers of gravelly,
sandy, and clayey coastal plains materials. Despite the compara-
tively level to gently rolling topography, this region is heavily
scarred by erosion.
The loess soils in the area are made up mainly of upland and
bottom land soils. The upland soils consist primarily of Memphis,
Loring, Grenada, Calloway, and Henry series. Drainage is good
on Memphis soil. It becomes progressively poorer on each of the
other soils. A slight hardpan is evident in the Loring soil, and a
definite hardpan usually appears from 18 to 24 inches' depth in
Grenada soil. In Calloway and Henry soils the hardpan is closer
to the surface. This pan development interferes with the move-
ment of moisture and air through the soil. It also forms a barrier
to root penetration. Therefore, it is an important factor in crop
adaptation.
Collins and Falaya, the most important bottom land soils, are
among the most productive in the area if adequately drained.
Drainage is best on Collins; it becomes more of a hazard on
Falaya soil.
Climate
The average length of the growing season ranges from 200 days
in the eastern part of the area to 216 days in the west.'; This is
adequate for growing and maturing a wide variety of field crops .
., Luebke. B. R .. Atkins, S. W .. Allred, C. E .. and Roth, W. J .. Types of Farming
in Tennessee, Tenn. Agr. Expt. Sta. Bul. 160. Reprinted December lfJ47.
" U. S. Dept. of Commerce, Weather Bureau. Climatological Data. Annual
Sunlnwrics. 1921-50.
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The average annual precipitation was 51.6 inches during the
period of 1921-50, The heaviest precipitation occurred in the
months of December through March. It averaged between 5 and
6 inches a month. In the spring planting season, the normal rainfall
declined to about 4.5 inches, The decrease continued into the
Inches
10 r------------- .
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Figure 2.-Average Expected MonthlY Precipitation,
Type-of-farming Area 3, 1921-50.
t This represents plus or rninus one standard devi<ltion fron1 the average pre-
cipitation, and is based on the assumption of a normal monthly distribution and a
precipitation pattern similar to that of 1921-50.
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Figure 3.-Monthly Precipitation, Type-of-farming' Area 3,
Averag'e 1921-50, and 1947 and 1950.
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summer, with the low point (a little more than 3 inches) reached
in early fall - the harvesting season for most crops in the area
(Fig. 2). For specific years monthly and annual precipitation vary
widely. This is illustrated by conditions that occurred in 1947
and 1950 (Fig. 3).
Social and Economic Factors
The type of farming developed in this area during the early
settlement days resulted in many of the social and economic con-
ditions that exist today. As in many other sections of the South,
early agriculture was planned around cotton and slaves. As
cotton was an intensive labor-requiring crop, well adapted to slave
labor, a high percentage of the land was planted to cotton. This
resulted in a relatively high man-land ratio in agriculture.
After the war between the States much of the Negro population
remained in agriculture as tenants or sharecroppers. Until the
1930's very few changes were made in the combination of enter-
prises grown or the level of production techniques applied by
these tenants and sharecroppers. Their operations were usually
supervised by plantation owners who provided the fertilizer, seed,
and other credit needs to produce the crops. As cotton was a well-
known cash crop, the plantation owners or their designated fur-
nishing merchants insisted upon a specific acreage of cotton each
year before credit would be furnished the tenants and share-
croppers. Small landowners also depended largely upon local
merchants for credit. They pledged their cotton crop as security
for this assistance.
Because of risks and uncertainties associated with the pro-
duction and price of cotton merchants and landlords often found
it necessary to charge high interest rates on credit furnished share-
croppers and tenants. As a result of this system, the welfare of
the entire area was closely associated with changes in the pro-
duction and prices of cotton. When production and prices were
high, farmers were relatively prosperous. In periods of low pro-
duction and low prices farmers suffered severely. However, in
many instances, a succession of poor crop years or low prices would
wipe out all profits obtained in more prosperous years.
This system of farming planned around a one-cash crop, re-
sulted in a slow rate of capital accumulation in the area. Farmers
were handicapped by lack of credit and by lack of technical "know
how" in making needed adjustments in agriculture. This un-
balanced agriculture resulted in poor housing, inadequate educa-
tional facilities, and other social and economic ills.
Population
About 163,000 people were living on farms in type-of-farming
area 3 in 1950. This represented about a fourth of the total pop-
ulation in the area' (table 21. As in Tennessee and the Nation as
. If Shelby County. in which Memphis is located, is excluded from the population
data. the farm populatton in the rematning counties makes up 55 percent of the
total population in 1950.
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a whole. the percentage of farm people in the total population in
this area has declined in recent decades. Since 1930 the percentage
decreased from 37 to 23. Most of the reduction occurred after
1940 (fig. 4).
p
70 Area ;~excluding
Slldby County ,yO -0 -0_0 -a --0 -0''__ 0-.... 0-....
0.•••••
60
Tennessee (Annual)
50
40
Arca ;~, total ..A---X __ )( -- )r _
Unikd States (Annual)
10
Figure 4.-Farm Population as a Percentage of Total Population,
Type-of-farming Area 3, with Comparisons,
by Census Periods, 1920-1950.
Sources: U.S.D.A., Agricultural Statistics, 1942 and 1949
U.S.D.A., B.A.E., Farm Population Estimates, and
U.S. Censuses of Agriculture and Population (County basis)
This decline in the relative importance of the farm population
was the result of two sets of forces. One enlarged the nonfarm
population by a little more than 40 percent. The other reduced
farm population by 18 percent.s These shifts in population oc-
, Change in definition or t"anll pupulation in 1!J5U had no significant effect on
c0l11parahiJity of ID:)O data \ViUl previous periods. (IB50 U. S. Census of Population,
TeIJIlC'ssee. General Characteristics. page V.!
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curred from 1940 to 1950 when Memphis had its phenomenal
growth in population, and farm people were attracted to urban
centers by wartime jobs.H
CI .\1\1,1': '.!..-Frnilis ill jmjJIIllllioll, FyjJe-oJ-Iarming Area 3,
71'ill, COllljJlllisOIlS, I))' (;CIISIIS !'nior!s, F):Hl-!)O.
Area 3
1940 1950
599 725
199 163
Tennessee
1930 1940
2,617 2,916
1,213 1,272
Item I Unit I1930
Total population [percent 534
Farm population, 1197
Percentage farm is INumber I
of total population 37
Decrease in farm Acres
population, 1940-501,000 xx
Farm population per [1,000
100 acres farmland 9.5 8.5
Fa~;~~~d per farm IPercen~_10.5 11.8 _
Source: U. S. Censuses of Population
1950
3,292
1,016
33 23 46 44 31
18 xx xx 20
6.4 6.7 6.9 5.5
15.5 15.0 14.5 18.2
- -- -_ ..._----------
(County basis)
xx
Tenure of farm operators
A high percentage of the farms in this area are operated by
tenants. If croppers are classified as operators, almost two-thirds
of the farmers rented all the land they operated. If croppers are
classified not as farm operators but as laborers who get a share
of the production for their work, the proportion of tenancy drops
to about half (table 3).
'1',\1\1,1' 'J.-[)islri!ililioll or FIII'II/ ()jJi:mlo/'S IJy TCI/urc Gmuj)s
1)jJi;-OI-IlIllriilli-!, ArclI :\, 19S0 ({1lI1 1930
C _
1950 I 1930
--l-~~i~ent~g~=--I 1_ Percent~g~--
IExcludin/; IInc1udin/;, iExe1udin/; IIncluding
Tenure ~TOUP Number I Croppers I Croppers Number I CrOllpers CroppersFulf oW11crs --- ----,-iO":"258--38----------2-8"--------··-----9-:-0'70------3-5----- --------2-1---
Part owners 3,493 13 9 1,830 7 4
Sharecroppers 10.622 xx 28 17,639 xx 41
Other tenants' 12,984 49 35 14,909 58 34
100 100 4:3,44837.357 100TOTAL 100
Census of Agriculture, 1930 and 1950 (County basis)
I Made up largel;v of share tenants.
This high percentage of tenancy is traceable largely to the
cotton system of farming and to the fact that after the War Be-
tween the States many of the negroes remained on the plantations
as share tenants or croppers. Cotton is adapted to a tenant system.
" The population of the urbanized metropolitan area of Memphis was 406,034 in
UJ50c
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It requires relatively little supervision over the tenant by the
landlord; the crop can easily be divided between tenants and
landlords; and it provides relatively safe collateral for production
loans. Furthermore, the value of the landlord's shares of the cotton
crop normally are high in relation to the amount of capital invested
and in relation to the acreage of land. In recent years the trend
in numbers of both sharecroppers and other tenants (principally
share tenants) has been downward. They accounted for a large
part of the off-farm migration during the 1930's and 1940's. On the
other hand, farm owners, both those who owned all and those who
owned only part of the land they operated, increased in number
during this period.
Land uses
Compared with the State as a whole, area 3 has a relatively
high proportion of cropland. About half of the total area is crop-
land. A little more than 40 percent is harvested cropland and
about 10 percent is idle cropland (table 4).
TABLE 1.-Land Uses in Tyj)e-of-farming Area 3 and Tennessee, 1949
Land Use--- Area 3 Tennessee-~ ~------~~~--~._---- ---------
Percent Percent
41.6 30.1
9.6 8.0
14.5 15.4
7.6 10.3
4.6 8.9
14.1 21.4
8.0 5.9
100.0 100.0
2,599 18,534
Cropland harvested
Cropland idle
Plowable pasture
Woodland pasture
Other pasture
Woodland not pastured
All other land in farms
Total percent
Total in thousands of acres
U. S. Census of Agriculture (County basis)
Of the cropland harvested, cotton occupied almost a half mil-
lion acres, or 46 percent in 1949. Corn, with 30 percent, ranked
second in number of acres, and hay crops were third with only 13
percent. These three crops accounted for almost 88 percent of the
acreage in harvested crops. The acreage in soybeans expanded in
recent years to about 54,000acres in 1949,or 5 percent of the total
harvested acres (table5).
The acreage of cotton declined approximately a third from 1929
to the late thirties and midforties. After World War II the acreage
rose rapidly. By 1949 the acreage of cotton was only about 15
percent below the 1929 level. The acres diverted from cotton have
been planted chiefly to hay crops and soybeans for beans.
c
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TARLE 5.~T(Jtal Acreage uf Specified Crups and Average Acreage Per
1"11I'm, TyjJe-u/-farlllillg ,1I1'a 3, by Cens/ls Periods, 1929-49
Corn
Cotton
All hay
Soybeans for beans
Other crops
390
375
141
20
99
Crop 1929 1934 1939 1944----- Uioo -acres ------
358 433 366
576 388 376
93 120 182
no data no data 3
67 145 123
324
497
136
54
71
1949
Cropland harvested 1,094 1,086 1,050 1,025 1,082
Acres per farm
Corn 8.2 9.7 9.4 10.3 8.7
Cotton 13.2 8.6 9.6 9.9 13.3
All hay 2.1 2.7 4.7 3.7 3.6
Soybeans for beans xx xx .1 .5 1.4
Other crops 1.6 3.2 3.1 2.6 1.9
Cropland harvested 25.1 24.2
-~u.S:-Census of AgricuI.ture-<County basis)
Livestock
Despite the fact that numbers of many kinds of livestock
doubled between 1930 and 1950, livestock still remained relatively
unimportant on the average farm in the area (table 6). Cattle
numbers increased approximately 75 percent during this period.
This was about equal to the 73-percent increase throughout the
state. However, even with a 75-percent increase, cattle numbers
averaged less than 5 head per farm. The number of hogs and pigs
in the area increased about 50 percent between 1930 and 1950.
Thiscompared with a 30-percent increase in the state. The average
number of hogs and pigs in the area increased from about 3 to 5
! per farm during this period. Poultry numbers were limited pri-marily to family flocks of 20 to 30 birds per farm.TABLE 5.-Total Number of Livestuck and Average Number Per Farm,
!,
. TyjJe-of-farming Area 3, by Census Periods, 1930-1950
Kind of Livestock 19301 19351 1940:.! 1945~-_._---_ .•.~.-
1,000 head
Workstock 84 79 75 79
I All cattle 103 168 140 189Cows milked 3:; 61 59I Hogs and pigs 116 151 135 154Sheep 13 9 7 8
I
Chickens :; a 770 1 133
Number per far~
Workstock 1.9 1.7 1.9 2.0
\ Allcattle 2.4 3.8 3.6 5.0
I Cowsmilked ,.:) 1.6 1.5Hogs and pigs 2.6 3.4 3.4 4.0Sheep 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2Chickens 3:l 20.0 30.0
; --U.-S-~--Ce-nsus--oI-A-griculture (County basis)
,
I
I,
\
(
26.9 27.0 28.9
1950
76
179
60
174
7
823
2.0
4.8
1.6
4.6
0.2
22.0
1 Includes only workstock and cattle over 3 months of age.
, Includes only workstock and cattle over 3 months of age, hogs, pigs, and
chickens over 4 months of age and sheep over 6 months of age.
3 No data available.
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The decline in numbers of workstock was much slower in this
area than in the state as a whole. Workstock decreased 10 percent
in the area between 1930 and 1950, compared with a 25 percent
decrease throughout Tennessee.
Types of farms
That cotton predominates in the farm economy is further in-
dicated by the high percentage of cotton farms-farms on which
50 percent or more of cash income from farm products was ob-
tained from cotton. Taking only commercial farms - generally
those selling farm products valued at $1,200 or more - almost 9 in
10 were cotton farms in 1949. On other commercial farms, cotton
was usually an important supplementary enterprise grown in com-
bination with some kind of livestock and feed crops. Such farms
are usually classified as general and livestock farms.
In the area approximately 80 percent of the farms as classified
by the Bureau of the Census are commercial farms. Non-commer-
cial farms are chiefly part-time 1 " and residential farmsY
Size of farms and farm incomes.
Measured in acres farms generally are small. 11 A Almost two-
thirds contained less than 50 acres in 1950. Included in this group
were most of the sharecropper farms, which averaged only 27
acres per farm (tables 7 and 8). Other tenant farms averaged about
60 acres, full owners almost 100 acres, and part owners close to
140 acres.
TABLE 7.-Percentage oj Farms in Vllrious Sizes. Tyj)e-of-farming
Arell ;) IIl1d Telllle.ISI:I: ComjJared, 1950
.- - ~----------_._.- - ---_._--- ...- ----------_... ------- --- Area-i------------
Percent
8.6
53.6
20.4
10.7
1.8
1.2
2.5
1.2
(County 'basis)
Acres
Under 10
10 - 49
50 - 99
100 - 179
ISO - 219
220 - 259
260 - 499
500 & over
U. S. Census of Agriculture
Tennessee
---Percent
10.4
39.1
24.9
16.2
3.2
1.8
3.4
1.0
TAI\LL 8.-AlJel'llge Size oj FIIIIIIS Ily T('lIl1re GmlljJs. Tyl)e of Fllnning
A 1'('11 :I. en/slIs !)I'liods. 1~):1()-50
----------
Tc,IluregrollP 1930
Acres
All farms 48
Full owners 81
Part owners 72
Tenants 52
Sharecroppers 27
-'Censuses of Ag-r-oi-c-u:-Clt-u-r-e,
--1935 1940
Acres Acres
55 62
87 89
93 126
57 65
30 26
1930-19501(C'Ollnty basis)
1945
Acres
66
88
125
76
29
1950
Acres
69
96
137
61
27
,,, Farms with cash sales of farm products of $250 to $1.109 and operator working
100 days or more off the farrn or nonfann incon1e of the operator or his family
exceeded the cash sales of farm products. .
.1"1 Generally, farn1s used for residential purposes only.
I r a The sizes of farn1s as reported in this section are based on Bureau of the
Census' definition of a farnl in which sharecropper units are considered as farms.
Of the tenure groups since 1930, part owners have had the
largest increase in average size of farms and sharecroppers the
smallest. In fact, the average size of cropper farms has not changed
significantly during the last 20 years (table 8l. Part-owner farms
have almost doubled in average size. In 1950, on the average, they
were the largest farms in the area. Most of this increase occurred
between 1940 and 1950. With tractors and tractor-drawn equip-
ment avaliable, many small owner-operators rented additional
land, thereby increasing the size of their farming operations.
Gross cash incomes from the sale of farm products generally
are low. Of the commercial farms, almost three-fourths reported
cash incomes of less than $2,500, according to the 1950 Census.
One-third sold products valued at less than $1,200. Less than 10
percent of all farms had incomes of $5,000 or more.
Markets
This area (type-of-farming area 3) with a total population of
725,000 provides an important outlet for food and fiber entering
both local and national markets. Memphis, the largest city in
Tennessee, provides a central market for many farm commodities
such as cotton, livestock, livestock products, and truck crops.
Memphis can be reached by rail or truck from any county in the
area in not more than 2 or 3 hours. Throughout the area local
markets are available for cotton-markets that have been devel-
oped over several generations. Milk routes for the assembly of
grade B milk for processing have been established in many com-
munities in the area. Markets for grade A milk are provided by
Memphis and smaller towns and cities.
There is a market for a considerably greater quantity of poultry
and eggs than are now produced in the area. In 1950 an estimated
20 million pounds of poultry meat was shipped into Tennessee.
This amounted to approximately 6 pounds per capita.1:! Between
September 1, 1949, and August 31, 1950, an estimated 1,361,000
cases of eggs were shipped into the state. This represented 31
percent of all the eggs consumed in Tennessee.1::
In 1948, livestock auctions were located in Dyer, Fayette, and
Haywood counties. In Madison County, a packing company has
provided a direct market for many livestock produced in the
surrounding territory. In addition to these markets, Memphis has
provided a major outlet for all kinds of livestock.
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FARM RESOURCES AND ORGANIZATION ON FARMS
SURVEYED IN HAYWOOD COUNTY
For purposes of this study, a farm is a unit of land on which the
operator does the planning, furnishes the supervision, owns the
power and equipment, and provides the labor force. The latter may
I:.' The Agricultural Situation, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. Bureau of Agricultural
Economics. vol. 3(). NO.3. March 1H52.
, Raskopf. B. D .. Egg Marketing Wholesale and Retail in Tennessee. The Tenn.
Agr. Expt. Sta .. Rural Researeh Ser. Monogr. 2H7. July 1953.
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consist of either wage hands, sharecroppers, the operator and
unpaid labor of the operator's family, or a combination of two or
more of these. Thus, a sharecropper unit is part of a farm, as
defined in this study, and not a separate unit as classified by the
Bureau of the Census. 11 Consequently, the number of farms in the
area surveyed for this study was smaller than the number reported
in the Census of Agriculture. 1 :. The land in a farm as defined in
this study may be owned by the operator, partly owned and partly
rented. or rented.
Number and Size of Farms
The 141 farms surveyed ranged in size from approximately 7
to about 500 acres of cleared land. These were classified into four
size groups based on the acreage of cleared land per farm as fol-
lows: Very small, under 20 acres; small farms, 20 to 59 acres;
medium-sized farms, 60 to 99 acres; and large farms, 100 acres
No•• ot
:r
20 79 99 119 139 159 179
----.&e~. A..
Small Medium Large
Fi~un' !'i·-Distribution of Farms Ac\'ording tel I\cres of
141 Farms. Haywood County. Tennessee
199 over
J
Open Land,
II 1950 U. S. Census 01 Agriculture. V. I-pC 20, Tennessee, page xii.
1;; By Census definition 180 instead of 141 fnrn1s vvere elassified according to
the nlethod used in thi~ stud,\'.
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and more (fig. 5). Of the 137 farms containing 20 or more acres,
39 percent were small; 35 percent, medium-sized; and 26 percent,
large. Only these three groups are included in the analysis of farm
adjustments on representative farms.
Total crop acreage is an important measure of the present size
of business on these farms as the farm economy is now based large-
lyon crops. However, under a more balanced agriculture total
acreage of cleared land should be a better indication of potential
size, as pasture would playa much larger role than at present. As
the topography is relatively favorable in a large part of the area,
a considerable expansion in farm size would be possible by using
all open land and using it more efficiently.
Soil Resources
For the 141 farms surveyed, the acreages in each soil boundary
were measured from soil maps as indicated in a preceding section
of this report (page 11). From these data were obtained the number
of acres in each soil series group as well as the acreage in each
land use capability class.
The relative importance of the soil series and the capability
classes on these farms is as follows:16
Percentage
of acres
17
10
4
Capability Classes
Upland soils:
Class III
Class II
Class IV
Class VI, VII
Bottom land soils:
Class IlIA
Class IIA
Percentage
of acresSoil Series
Upland soils:
Memphis. Loring
Grenada
Bottom land soils:
Falaya
Collins
Miscellaneous soils
42
27
Total percentage 100 Total percentage
38
17
12
5
18
10
100
Farms classified by soil resources
A major soil situation that is related to adjustments in present
systems of farming in this area has to do with the relative acreages
of bottom land and upland. For this reason the farms surveyed
were grouped according to the percentage of cleared land that was
in each of these major soil groups. For this purpose the following
classes were combined, II and III, IIA and IlIA, and VI and VII.
The largest group of farms had predominately soil capability
classes II and III-almost two-thirds of the farms surveyed were
in these classes (table 9). This means that 40 percent or more of
the cleared land was upland (Memphis, Loring, or Grenada), which
could be cropped in a 2 or 3-year rotation with appropriate levels
of conservation practices. They are referred to hereafter in this
study of "Upland" farms.
". See app('ndic('s II and III for deseription of land classes and soil groups.
The second most important group is made up of predominately
capability classes IIA and IlIA-the bottom land soils. They make
up a fifth of all farms and are referred to hereafter as "Bottom
Land" farms.
The capability classes II and III consisted primarily of three
soil series: Memphis, Loring, and Grenada. All are upland soils
and produce relatively large yields per acre if properly managed.
Collins and Falaya soils make up most of the bottom land soils
IIA and lIlA, See appendix III, page 87 for the characteristics
of these soils.
Soils in capability classes IV, VI, and VII consist chiefly of
Memphis, Loring, and Grenada soils. Largely because of relatively
steep slopes, erosion problems are more serious than they are on
the class II and III soils. Consequently, a larger proportion of these
steeper lands should be in long rotation, permanent pastures, or
trees.
Twelve farms, having no predominant land classes, are grouped
as "Mixed" classes. Another dozen farms, predominately strongly
rolling to steep, were in capability classes IV, VI, or VII.
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TABl.E (I.-FIII'IIIS (;{II,I,lifin{ AI('o)dill<J 10 jJ)n{ol/lilllll1f Land Use
CII!){{{I/'fitv. C{II,III',1 IIIII/"Si-C!, of 1'111'11/.
flll)'II'ood COl/III)', Tn/III'SSI'!'
Farm groUl} based on
capability classes I
All farms. number
Class II & III (Upland)
Class IIA & IlIA
(Bottom land)
Class IV
Class VI & VII
Mixed classes
Total
Percentage of farms by size I
Small" '-Meclium'--Targe All farms
53
Percent
65
--
48
Percent
70
14
4
2
]0
100
36
Percent
47
19
14
6
14
100
137
Percent
62
20
6
3
9
100
25
2
4
4
100
I At least 40 percent of the open land was in. these cOlnbined capa~bility cl8:sses
\vith the exception of the lllixed class. In the nllxed class none of tne combmed
capabilit~v classes accounted for 40 percent of the opell land.
For the study of farming adjustments, the two chief groups
were selected-"Upland" farms and "Bottom Land" farms.
On Upland farms, Memphis-Loring soils increased in relative
importance with increase in average size of farm, while the pro-
portion of Grenada soil decreased as the average size increased
Ita ble 10). The former group of soils are usually recognized by
soil scientists as slightly more productive and adapted to a wider
range of crops than Grenada soil. Therefore, it would seem that
t he larger farms tend to have better land, on the average. The
combined acreage of the two groups of soils represented approxi-
mately 75 percent of all open land on upland farms. These upland
farms averaged about 20 percent Collins and Falaya soils.
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TABLE IO.-Relnli,'c Im!)()rlnl1CC Of Soil Gmu!)s on 112 Upland and
BoI!OJ!t Land Faulls. Ii)' Size of Farm,
.. E!Il )'~~~i~ ..!::i~ll1~)', T ~1!1~(~,\Se,!; . _
I .!'..ercen_tag~ of a~res ii.~ach...soil g:t'0IlP"-- _
I
-Grolli)30'~~~~I:d ~~::1:3iGrn-1I11 41LG~:~t~_mG~::pd~~ilS
,(Memphis- 40 (Lex- (Callo- 42 43 All
Size of farm 1._Loring-) (Grenada) iug-ton way). JCollins) (Falaya) J<'arms
Upland farms
Small
Medium
Large
Total
Bottom land farms
Small
Medium
Large
43 33 2 8 14 100
47 27 1 3 11 11 100
54 21 1 11 13 100
49 26 1 2 10 12 100
20 15 5 4 15 41 100
27 ]2 3 11 47 100
32 12 8 29 19 100
27 13 6 4 18 32 ]00
44 23 2 2 12 17 100
Total
Grand total
112 farms
Grand total
area 42 27 2 2 ]0 17 ]00
About 50 percent of the land on bottom land farms consisted of
Collins and Falaya soils. The upland soils (Groups 30, 40, 31, and
41) accounted for the remaining soils on these farms. The latter
groups of soils were often located on rolling land.
About 65 percent of the acreage on upland farms was in land
use capability classes II and III, with around 20 percent in classes
IIA and IIIA bottom land (table 11). Approximately 10 percent of
the total acreage represented rolling to slightly hilly land, which
is usually not adapted to cultivated crops (classes IV and VIl.
1'\1\1.1: ll.-Relalive hn!)()rllllue of Lnnd Use CajJal)ility Classcs on 112
Ujiland and Bol!ol!1 Land Farms, by Size of Farms,
l!aywood Co ifni)', Tennessee
----.---- .. --.-- Pel;centage ofacresin·~·=e=ac=h=·=capabilityclass
All
VI VII I1A I1A IVA farmsSize of farm
Uplallcl farms
Small
Medium
Large
Average
Bottom land farms
Small
Medium
Large
II
18
21
23
21 46
4 18
22
13 14
Average 7 18
Grand total 112 farms 18 40
Grand total area 17 38
--'Less'than lpercent-,----
III IV
49
47
44
9 1 7 15 100
10 11 11 100
8 1 11 ]3 100
9 1 10 13 ]00
15 1 2 8 52 100
11 7 3 57 ]00
16 2 6 29 19 1 ]00
14 3 3 16 38 ] 100
10 1 1 12 18 100
12 4 1 10 18 100
---~---------- ----_.-
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The small and medium-sized bottom land farms had 60 percent
of the open land in capability classes IIA and lIlA, 22 percent in
classes II and III, and 18 percent in the relatively rough land. On
the large bottom land farms only 48 percent of the land is in
capability classes IIA and lIlA; 27 percent is in classes II and III.
Usually the bottom land on the small and medium-sized farms
was found along small streams, while bottom land on large farms
occurred along the larger streams. The quantity of rough land in
capability classes IV, VI, and VII was much higher on bottom land
than on upland farms. This was especially true on the large bottom
land farms, which usually had sharp breaks in topography be-
tween bottom land and upland.
Using land capability classes as a basis for determining the in-
tensity of cropping, about half of the upland farms could be planted
to row crops each year (table 121. While two-thirds of the land
on bottom land farms could be cultivated as intensively, the dif-
ference in the proportion of land adapted to row crops affects the
systems of farming on these two groups of farms.
TABLE 12.-MaximuJn /lcrwgc Adllfited 10 UrnI' CmjJs Pcr 100 Acres of
0jJCll Lllnd Oil U IJlllnd 111/1/ BOl/om Land Farms,
COl/nly. FCr/ncsscc
____.._c·.·,c'====.=., .=" cc,,,=-~~-~c=.~. _
Size of farm Upland
Acres
48
48
51
Bottom land
Acres
67
68
61
Small
Medium
~ __ ~arg~ ~ . _
Power and Equipment
Workstock is a major source of power on farms in this area,
although the number of tractors has increased since World War II.
In Haywood County, according to the Census of Agriculture, the
number of tractors on farms increased almost three times from
1945 to 1950 (from 291 to 8451. The survey of sample farms in this
county also showed a rapid increase in farms with tractors from
15 percent of farms in 1947 to 44 percent in 1950.
Concurrent with the increase in number of tractors, the number
of workstock declined. On the small farms surveyed, the number
of head per farm declined from an average of between 2 and 3
to 2; and on medium-sized farms, the number declined from 4 to
3 head. On the large farms where most of the tractors were found,
the number of workstock per farm did not change materially.
The usual horse-drawn machinery found on small and medium-
sized farms consisted of a disk harrow, 2 turning plows, a section
harrow, middlebuster, planter, 2 cultivators, and a wagon. In
addition, a mower and a rake were usually found on large farms.
Farm Buildings
Barns are small-the usual barn averages about 20 feet square T
without sheds. The few large farms with commercial cattle enter- relat
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prises have barns that average 50 feet long and 60 feet wide with
shedson both sides.
Usually, dwellings, too, are small. The usual number of rooms
per dwelling used by operator families are 3 on small farms, 4 on
medium-sized farms, and 5 on large farms. For cropper families
a dwelling of 3 rooms is usual on farms in each size group.
Labor Supply
The farms surveyed had, on the average, an equivalent of al-
most 18 months, or 1.5 man-equivalents, of operator and family
labor. On small and medium-sized farms, this is the principal
sourceof labor. In contrast, cropper labor, on the average, is the
major source of labor supply on large farms (table 13).
A small amount of labor is hired, principally for seasonal jobs
suchas chopping and picking cotton.
The size of the labor force on a given farm in this area is
determined more by the acreage of cotton than any other factor.
Thisis indicated by the fact that in 1947 about 60 percent of the
variability in the acreage of cotton was associated with a change
in the amount of labor available.
All bottom land
farms 27
Class IV:: 8
ClassVI & VIP 5
Mixed:l 12
Under 20 acres
open land 4
All farms 141
TABLE l:J.-CornjJo.lition of the La/WI Force A<Jailaule for Farm vVorh,
l~!l;arms, _~0~ll!0o~1 C(Jll1ltY,J~nnes~er;_~ _
=---'-'=--1-- ---I -- ?:~~f;Of:~~~-__~-\~ro~:erF-~;!:n(!::~joo
Farm group_~J~arms ._<:>~~r_!::lDl!!LT()t_~!:lborl-...!.arm J_<l"r-",,-,,_
Number Number of man-equivalent months per farm
35 10 6 16 3 19 47
-- --_.------_ ...._---------_ ..- - - --~._-_ .._----_._-~-
J A man-equivalent month of labor equals the amount of work which an average
able-bodied man can perform in one month. Man-equivalent months : 12 equa1s
thenumber of man equivalents of labor.
, Crop and pasture land .
.~See page 23 in regard to 1l1ethod of classifying these fanns.
Smallupland
Medium-sized
upland
L<lrge upland
All upland farms 85
Smallbottom land 13
Mediumbottom land 7
Large bottom land 7
33
17
10 7 17 10 27 36
10 9 19 27 46 31
10 7 17 11 28 40
12 4 16 4 20 48
12 14 26 3 29 43
10 7 17 25 42 29
11 7 18 9 27 42
9 5 14 9 23 35
9 7 16 8 24 22
10 6 16 6 22 25
1 4 5 3 8 67
9 7 16 10 26 39
Traditionally the labor supply in this area has been large in
relation to the acreage of land. This is especially true on small
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farms, where operator and family labor supply is as large as on
large farms. On small Upland and small Bottom land farms each
full-time worker (man-equivalent) had, on the average, 25 acres
of crop and pasture land. This acreage per man-equivalent in-
creased to an average of about 30 acres on medium-sized farms,
and to about 40 on large farms. The few extremely small farms,
which were operated largely by elderly men, had an average of
about 18 acres per full-time worker. They averaged actually only
12 acres per farm on which there was an equivalent of 8 months
of labor, or two-thirds of a full-time man.17
Tenure of Operators
Tenants, as defined in this study, made up 56 percent of all farm
operators on the 141 farms surveyed. Another 12 percent of the
operators rented part of the land which they operated. Thus,
approximately a third owned all of their land (table 14).
TABLE 14.-Percentage of Farm OJ)eralors in Specified Tenure Groups,
141 Farms) Haywuud Cuunty) Tennessee
I
All I Sizeof farm _
farms i-- --smafl~ -Medium Large
Number--N-umber--Number--Number
141 65 46 30
48 8 20 20
Percent Percent Percent Percent
32 29 26 47
12 6 15 20
56 65 59 33
Item
All farms
Farms with sharecroppers
Full owner
Part owner
Tenants
All farms 100100 100100
The proportion of tenancy was lowest on large farms-about a
third. This compared with two-thirds on small farms and only
slightly less than two-thirds for medium-sized farms.
Some owners increase the size of their farms by renting addi-
tional land. On medium-sized and large farms about 2 in 5 owners
rented additional land.
The tenant farms may be grouped according to the size of the
ownership unit of which they are parts. Two-thirds of the tenants
are on large ownership tracts, ranging in size from 500 to 4,500
acres. On four of the largest tracts, hired managers had overall
supervision of the tenants. The owners did not live on the farms.
On others some general supervision was provided by owners who
lived on the farms and operated a substantial acreage with family
and cropper labor.
The other third of the tenants are mainly on ownership units
of 100 to 300 acres. A typical farm tract in this group has 2 to 3
tenants. The owners live on and operate parts of these tracts.
17 In computing the estimated number of man-equivalents of labor available for
farm work. adjustments were made for the age and sex of those who were available
for farm work. The ratings of the individuals in the labor forces were based on
judgments of the farm operators_ The average ratings for males 16 years old and
over are shown in appendix table I, page 88_ .
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Major Land Uses
On the average on the 141 farms surveyed, about half of the
farm land was used to produce harvested crops and a fifth for
pasture. Except for a few acres of idle cropland and cropland
failures, the rest was in woodland and miscellaneous uses.
An analysis of land uses by size of farms shows little, if any,
significant difference between size groups in the percentage used
for harvested crops (table 15). A breakdown of the size groups
into cotton farms and cotton-livestock farms shows no significant
variation from the average, except possibly on the few cotton-
beef-hog farms which had an average of only 39 percent of the
farm in harvested crops.
TABLE 15.-lHajo( Land Uses on lJ!llrmd and Bottom Land Farms,
by Size of Farm, Ifaywood County, Tennessee
Land use 1---smaii~~~[~-lii~[Jilt-~~!~_S--Large -
- -~-
Percent Percent Percent
85 Upland farms
Cropland:
Harvested 50.9 54.8 52.1
Failure 1.1 0.4 0.7
Idle 3.1 10.3 11.3
Pasture:
Rotation pasture 6.2 13.2 6.5
Permanent pasture 10.9 9.2 12.7
Woodland 14.7 6.7 9.4
other land 13.1 5.4 7.3
Total farm 100.0 100.0 100.0
27 Bottom land farms
Cropland:
Harvested 61.0 48.3 48.3
Failure 3.0 0.5 1.0
Idle 3.8 8.3 2.6
Pasture:
Rotation 8.1 8.5 12.2
Permanent 4.2 19.0 11.4
Woodland 9.0 8.7 21.5
Other land 10.9 6.7 3.0
Total farm 100.0 100.0 100.0
------ •..._._----_. __ ..__ .---
Generally the proportion of land used for pasture on the various
farm size groups ranged from about 10 to 25 percent. But on the
cotton-livestock farms, the proportion of land in pasture averaged
about a third compared with a fifth on the average farm (tables
15 and 16).
30
T\IILE
Land use
Crops harvested
Cropland failure
Idle cropland
Rotation pasture
Permanent pasture
Woodland and
other land
Total farm
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2 2 2 2 35 12
19 23 25 28 10 3
8 10 4 4 96 32
12 15 17 19 42 14
82 100 91 100 302 100
~~-~---~-- --~---~--_._-_.,--
Crops
Co!'ton, the major cash crop, also occupies the largest acreage
of land, or an average of about 40 percent of the cropland har-
vested. The proportion varies from a low of about 20 percent on
the few large cotton-beef-hog farms to more than 50 percent on
medium-sized cotton farms (tables 17 and 181. The medium-sized
I (i.-~~",[(/;or L(/lld l '.1'1'.1'Oil 19 Co!loll-LI,!Cslo('h F(/rms,
~[-fltvll'ood COllllly, TCIlIU:S,lee
-_ ...__ ....._---------_ ..._-----_._._----- - --_. __ ..._._----~.. ,. _.__ ..•._-
Medium-sized farm Large farms
Cotton-dairy Cotton-beef- ~Cotton--::b-eef-hog!
(9 farms) . general (6 farms) (4 farms)
Acres Pereent Acres -P-ercent --Acres-- Percent
41 50 43 47 119 39
T\l\LE 17.--CIii/I/l/lld {'SI: Oil K:J {'jill/lid III/(/ '27 Bo!lmll L(/nd Farms
GUiIl/ICd '/I('ordinp; to Si~('. lI(/Yll'l!or! COllllly. Tnllu:ssee
===
I
. ...~ ~ Percentage of acres
_~oP -~-~§~al~=----- - Medi~lll_-~-=~=-~
Percent Percent
85 Upland farms
30.5
43.4
10.9
4.8
3.1
5.0
2.3
Corn
Cotton
Fay: Lespedeza
Otl~er
::::eed crops
ChIleI' crops
c: arden
Total
ill row crops
Corn
CottOIl
IIay ~ Lespedcza
Other
Seeci crops
Other crops
Garden
Total
All_Eo_~~crops _
32.7
48.0
12.8
1.1
0.4
1.8
3.2
100.0
82.6
35.2
39.9
11.3
2.8
5.3
2.4
3.1
1(lO,n
77.5
Large
Percent ~I:'0ps
30.9 CornCotton36.7 Hay13.1 Other Cl8.3
2.6 All c12.11
2.8
106.51
Lesl
A corny
73.2 or corn
the lan<
34.0 or two,
36.2 Lan<9.2
.8 was can
15.4 pasture~
7.0~ and legl
3.0
105.62
71.6 Live:
_._------ source 0
(table H
100.0
78.9
27 Bottom Land farms
33.2
52.2
5.2
4.7
o
.5
4.2
lOO.n
85.9
1 Includes 6.5 percent doublc-er()ppcrl acres.
Includes ::i.1-;percent rlouhle-ernppec1 rtcres,
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cotton-dairy farms or cotton-beef farms have less cotton than
cotton farms of similar size, but they have more hay.
In terms of land use, corn is the second most important crop.
It occupies about 30 percent of the cropland harvested. Variations
from this average for the various farm groups were not important,
except possibly on cotton-beef farms on which as high as 42
percent of the cropland was in corn. But with low yields of 20
to 25 bushels per acre, most farms have only enough corn to feed
their workstock and livestock kept for family use. Exceptions are
the few medium-sized and large farms which have supplementary
commercial livestock enterprises.
The hay crops, which generally occupied 10 to 15 percent of
the cropland harvested, consisted chiefly of annual lespedeza.
Soybeans and sericea lespedeza made up most of the other hay
crops. Only on cotton-livestock farms was there a significantly
larger than average hay acreage, or approximately 25 percent of
the cropland.
Seed crops, which consist chiefly of Kobe and Korean lespedeza,
sericea lespedeza, and soybeans, were produced principally on
large farms where competition with cotton for use of land and
labor was less.
Of minor importance were truck crops and cover crops. Only
small acreages of these crops were grown on a few farms.
T.\I\[.I: IR.--Usc of Cm/i!l/lId IJ/l 19 Col!oll-Li,!('slor!: Farms,
H aywoor! C !!1m I)' , Tennessee
Crops
Medium-sized
cotton-dairy
Percent A~rcs
31 13
37 15
27 11
5 2
Medi urn -sized
cotton-beef
-- --
Percent Acres
42 18
35 15
21 9
2 1
Large cotton-
beef-hog
- - -- .... _-- ... -----
Percent Acres
36 43
19 23
28 33
17 20
Corn
Cotton
linv
Otl~cr crops
All CfOPS 100 41 100 43 100 119
Lespedeza was the predominant crop used for rotation pasture.
A common practice in this area is to seed lespedeza in a cotton
or corn field and let the field "rest" a few years before planting
the land to a row crop again. Usually hay is harvested for a year
or two, then lespedeza is used for grazing in the next few years.
Land that had been in continuous pasture for 7 or more years
was considered permanent pasture. In most instances, permanent
pastures were unimproved; they contained only the native grasses
and legumes.
Livestock
Livestock is important on most farms in the area only as a
source of power and to provide products for use by farm families
Itable 191. On only 19 of 141 farms, or 1 in 7 farms, was the live-
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stock products produced for sale of any importance. On 9 medium-
sized farms, incomes from cotton were supplemented with milk
produced by small herds of cows and sold to processing plants as
grade B milk {table 20L
Six medium-sized farms supplemented incomes from cotton
with small beef herds averaging 8 cows. They also had larger
than the average number of hogs fed out.
On 4 large cotton farms, beef cattle was an important enter-
prise; herds averaged almost 23 cows per farm. They fed out an
average of 16 hogs per farm.
Livestock kept primarily to produce products for home use
generally consisted of 1 or 2 cows kept for milk, 2 or 3 hogs, and
25 to 50 hens. Many of the farmers kept a brood sow, and sold a
few pigs to their neighbors.
PRESENT AND IMPROVED PRODUCTION PRACTICES AND
RATES OF PRODUCTION OF CROPS AND LIVESTOCK
The success of an individual farmer is influenced greatly by
his ability to select the proper bundle of production practices to
be used in crop and livestock production. This bundle of practices
for crop production consists of selecting good varieties, planning
proper land selection, following proper rotations, adopting good
cultural practices, using adequate fertilization, and controlling
insects and diseases. On livestock, this bundle of practices includes
such items as maintaining good breeding stock. feeding a balanced
ration, and controlling diseases and parasites. Failure to include
one of these practices in the bundle may mean the difference be-
tween profit and loss on a particular enterprise.
Even though all these production practices are important in
determining the profitableness of an enterprise, establishing the
most profitable level for a given practice such as fertilization is
difficult. An application of 400 pounds of fertilizer per acre on
cotton, for example, may be the most economical rate for a farmer
with a given combination of resources; another farmer with a
different group of resources may use 600 pounds of fertilizer eco-
T,\I\LE ] ().--A1'I'Ulgl· ,\'/lIII{Ii'r of Li"I's!och Per Fnrm 011 Upland and
Uol!011l LI/llr! FI/rllls. {IV Si:1' of FI/r/lls.
III/,'ll'OOr! Coullh'.· Tenllessee
. .
Livestock II' sm~~1{J~~~~u~arC:rgel-~!m~:itt-:ed~::d ~::;:
_ .. - ---_._--
Number Number Number Number Number Number
345 3 4 3
I 3 3 2 3 2
1 2 3 10
1 242 3 9
I 1 1 2
3 G 7 4 4 10
25 33 115 30 44 57
Workstock
Cows kept for milk
Cows kept for beef
Other cattle
Brood sows
Hogs fed out
Hens
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TABLE ZO.-Livestock on Olher Than Collon Farms> 19 Farms>
Haywood Counly>.Tcnnessee=============:=Average number per farm
-Medium-s1~ Medium-si-zecr--Large cotton-
cotton-dairy cotton-beef beef-hog
farms farms farmsLivestock-- ----- - - ----
Number of farms
Workstock
Cows kept for milk
Cows kept for beef
Hogs fed out
Hens
9
3
7
6
45
6
4
2
8
6
45
4
5
1
28
16
17
nomically on the same crop. Even controlled experiments on crop
fertilization usually are inadequate for determining the most
profitable rate of application under specific conditions. Because
of these limitations of present data, the level of practices recom-
mended under improved conditions is based partly on experimental
data and partly on experiences of farmers and observations of
agricultural technicians.
Crops
Cotton
Because cotton is the major cash crop in this area, higher levels
of production practices are used on this crop than on any other
crop grown. By 1950 about 98 percent of the acreage received
applications of fertilizer, averaging about 200 pounds per acre.
Also farmers are using higher analysis than in previous years.
For example, in 1947 a 4-8-8 mixture was the chief fertilizer used,
but in 1950 farmers used almost as much 6-12-12.
Farmers generally are informed of new varieties and they
plant enough seed to get a normal stand-usually about 30 pounds
per acre of cottonseed.
Average yields could be increased significantly on both upland
and bottom land. Growers would need to adopt to higher levels
of production practices, especially higher rates of fertilization
Itable 21).
Corn
Unlike cotton, corn is usually not fertilized except for small
applications of nitrate of soda. Only about a third of the acreage
in corn received applications of mixed fertilizer in either 1947 or
1950. Open pollinated seed is usually planted. The practice of
deep cultivation the last time the crop is cultivated, which is fol-
lowed by many farmers, lowers yields per acre. A study of 31
fields in 1947 (a dry year) indicated that as a result of this practice
yields of corn were reduced an average of 11 bushels per acre
(40 percent) on bottom land and 5 bushels per acre (30 percent)
on upland.
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The opportunities for increasing average yields per acre are
great. By adopting the bundle of practices that includes adequate
fertilization, use of adapted hybrid varieties, and proper cultiva-
tion along with land selection, average yields could be doubled or
tripled (table 21).
Lespedeza hay
Lespedeza, the principal hay crop on most farms, is rarely fer-
tilized. Generally it is seeded on the least productive land-prin-
cipally upland. Kobe, a late maturing variety, is the predominate
variety. Usually it is seeded alone on cotton and corn land. Yields
average only about 1 ton per acre.
This yield could be almost doubled by heavier rates of seeding
and fertilization, along with an increase in the general level of
fertility which would result from improved production practices
on crops grown in rotation with lespedeza.
TABLE 21.~CYUp Production Practices and Rates of Production Per Acre,
Present Ilnd A !ternlltiile Systellls of Farming~
Haywood County, Tennessee
=======
I
pro~~~tionl ~~:: ··1··· .Esr{~l#~~er u~e\~~:~a~~r-(~n~Uif)
__~nte~pri.s~ acre _ per ~. __ P20~_I{20 ~_p 2~ K20
Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb.
Present System
Corn:
Upland 20.7bu. 7 8 xx xx xx
Bottom land 22.6bu. 7 6 xx xx xx
Cotton; Lint
Upland 325 lb. 30 8 16 16 xx xx xx
Bottom land 425 lb. 30 8 16 16 xx xx xx
25
Alternative Systems
Corn:
Upland 45 bu. 10 40 40 20 xx xx xx
Bottom land 75 bu. 10 80 40 20 xx xx xx
Cotton: Lint
Upland 500 lb. 30 50 48 48 xx xx xx
Bottom land 625 lb. 30 50 48 48 xx xx xx
Oats for grain:; 40 bu. 80 40 20 10 xx xx xx
Soybeans 25 bu. 40 24 24 xx xx xx
Lespcdcza hay 1.8ton 50 50 36
Sericea lespedeza
hay 2 ton 15 80 48 30-45 30-45
Ladino clover-
~,;s pastur~ ___ 3 tonI ;; 30 120 60 30 :30-4530-45
-------_. __ ._--_.~-_._-,-
1 Recommendations for alternative systerns arc based. on average conditions;
the fertilizer needs for a given farnl should be determined in part from soil tests.
:.' For alfalfa and permanent pasture. 2 tons of ground limestone per acre before
seeding and periodic applications as needed; for alfalfa. 20 pounds borax annually.
" Oats would be grazed in late winter and early spring .
., Dry weight equivalent.
G Ladino clover 2 pounds, orchard grass 15 pounds, or fescue 10 pounds.
Other
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Other crops and pasture.
Soybeans for beans are becoming an important cash crop inI West Tennessee. In 21 counties in this region approximately
126,000acres of soybeans were grown in 1949, or about 90 percent
I
of the state's total acreage. Yields per acre are estimated to in-
crease from 20 bushels at present to 25 bushels in the long run.
, Sericea lespedeza, a perennial, has possibilities in this area as a
I hayand seed crop. The present acreage is relatively small and thelevelof production practices is low lusually no fertilization). How-I ever, the crop is adapted to a wide range of soil resources. It
makes good growth on relatively poor and severely eroded land.
I Permanent pastures other than unimproved pastures referredtoon page are rare. For example, only one of the farmers surveyedfor this study had seeded a ladino clover-grass pasture. Because
I oflate seeding the stand froze out in the first winter. It is assumedinthis study that with proper practices such a pasture mixture, oritsequivalent, would be grown successfully-possibly ladino clover
and orchard grass on upland and ladino clover-fescue on bottom
land.
Many other crops are adapted to the area, and even thoughI these crops have not been included in the proposed plans, they
I couldbe produced profitably on some farms. These crops include
, sweet potatoes, strawberries, okra and other truck crops. Hay
cropssuch as red clover and alfalfa also have a definite place inI the farm organization on many farms.
I
l
I
Livestock
Under the present farming system productive livestock are
kept mainly to supply products for the farm families - such as
milk, pork, eggs, and poultry. Influenced largely by the non-
commercial nature of production, farmers generally follow low
levelsof feeding and other production practices. Making up the
bulkof the concentrates is corn for hogs and chickens, and corn,
hay, and unimproved pasture for cattle and workstock. Because
oflow production of corn many farmers buy commercial mixed
feedto supplement home-grown grain. Cattle and workstock are
commonly grazed on corn fields after harvest.
I
Under alternative systems of farming production of feed would
begreatly increased as to both quantity and quality, especially as
these improvements relate to pastures. Except for protein con-
centrates no feed would be bought other than mash for chickens
\ incommercial sized flocks. Combined with more efficient feeding
I practices would be other practices such as breeding, disease con-trol,and general flock management, which would increase pro-
ductionrates and make production of livestock more economical
(table22).
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TABLE 22.-Production Rates and Feed Requirements fOT Livestock,
1_~e_l~nati(}~~ystems. of Ftllmin{!,,-I-J!I),~uo!)d_County,_Te_nnessee __
-- -- ---------------- I - ...- ..----- - ---Feed-- req uired --perh-ead~-
I
Production Commer- --- Pas-
l)er head cial ture
_~~"e_~()ck pr()tlll_ct~lll?-'llli;_~ni!_~~r~_()~~ feed'2 Hay~ __
Bu Bu. Lb. Ton
15 450 1.5
1.0
Dairy cow
Beef cow
Sow
Hog. from weaning
Hens:l
Pullets raised:!
milk
calf
pigs
xx
eggs
xx'
0.8
200
60
25
16
50
450
14
2001
15
xx
cwt.
lb.
head
lb.
doz.
xx
25
14
0.9
.25
I Production above weight when weaned.
" For dairy cows, cottonseed meal: tankage for hogs; 32 percent supplement for
hens; starter Inash and growing lnash for pullets.
" Applicable to commercial flocks.
PROBLEMS AND METHODS OF SELECTING
ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS OF FARMING
Selection and Combination of Enterprises
Farm enterprises should be combined so that all farm resources
can be used efficiently and the net long-time farm income and
satisfactions of farmers can be maximized. Because of the diffi-
culties of measuring the maximization of satisfactions, it is assumed
that maximization of net farm income and satisfactions are syn-
onymous. In considering adjustment opportunities in the cotton
section, land and labor are assumed to be relatively fixed, espe-
cially in the short run. Under the present system of farming these
two resources are seldom fully utilized. If net farm income is to
be maximized, adjustments must be made in the present com-
bination of enterprises and production practices must be improved,
Special consideration must be given to the interrelationship of the
various enterprises, their adaptability to soils and climate and
their relative profitableness.
To consider one of these factors without considering others
may lead to erroneous conclusions. For example, lespedeza yields
a relatively low return per acre when all costs are included. How-
ever, it is adapted to practically all soils of West Tennessee, al-
though it is sensitive to dry weather. This crop can be grown in
a small-grain rotation without reducing the yield of small grain.19
It can be used as a hay, seed, summer grazing, or green-manure
crop. These alternatives make lespedeza a very flexible crop in
any farming system.
A big problem on cotton farms is the highly seasonal require-
ments for labor, power, and equipment. By adding livestock
enterprises better allocation can often be made of these and other
J II With high yields of small g;rains (50 bushels or 1110re) :first-year stands of
lcspedeza rnay be poor because of the heavy growth of sUlall grain.
Acre
1.50
1.75
0.20
.06
unused1
cottonfa
otherwisl
dairying,
sidered,1
usesfor:
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unused resources. For example, a dairy enterprise added to a
cotton farm would provide use for labor, building, and land that
otherwise might be unused. Even though returns to labor on
dairying, especially grade B, are low when all costs are con-
sidered, the enterprise may be profitable. There are no alternative
uses for some of the farmer's land, labor, and buildings.
Budget Analysis20a
The budget method is used to test the relative profitableness
of present and alternative system of farming on representative
small, medium-sized, and large upland and bottom land farms.
Asa first step toward development of farm budgets, detailed data
oncosts and returns were compiled for some of the most important
enterprises adapted to the area.
The representative farms are actual farms selected from their
respective soil resource and size groups. Soil maps of these rep-
resentative farms have been used in developing opportunities for
adjustments. These farms represent family-sized farms, which are
operated either by family labor alone or by family labor supple-
mented by the labor of 1 to 3 or 4 cropper families.
The price level, which is influenced by supply and demand
conditions, is one of the most important variables affecting farm
profits. It was assumed that an individual farmer contributes a
negligible supply of farm products; therefore, his production in-
fluences farm prices very little or not at all. In accordance with
this assumption, the 1949 price level was used in budgeting both
present and alternative systems of farming.~o The parity ratio is
often used as a crude measure of the profitableness of farming in
specific periods. In 1949 the parity ratio was 10l.
Although all financial budgets were based on 1949 prices,
budgets for the alternative systems on medium-sized upland farms
were also computed at varying prices received. This was done in
order to illustrate the effects on net returns of changes in price
relationships.
The representative farms are discussed in order of size for up-
land and bottom land farms. Budgets for representative farms are
based on two chief alternative farm organizations-cotton-dairy-
hogand a cotton-beef-hog-poultry organizations.
For each alternative organization it is assumed that improved
production practices are adopted. These practices are shown in
Tables 21 and 22.
The acreage of cotton is reduced below the present level for
each alternative system. In those systems in which the present
supplyof labor is retained, the acreage of cotton would be reduced
to approximately the estimated acreages that would be planted
under the 1955 acreage allotment program. However, under the
?r ~"a See appendix IIA. page 85. for definitions of f'arnl-managelnent ternls.
"" See appendix tables 2, 3, and 4 for data on prices received for products sold
n! and prices paid for itelns used in production.
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assumption of a loss of about a third of the farm labor supply, the
reduction in acreage of cotton would be greater than with the
present supply of labor. (See appendix table 5).
In terms of production of cotton, however, the increase in yield
per acre which was assumed for the alternative systems would
compensate for the reduced acreages in the alternatives with the
present labor forces. However, under the assumption of a reduced
supply of labor, total production would decline also.
PRESENT AND ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS ON
SMALL UPLAND FARMS
Small farms, with from 20 to 59 acres of cleared land, make up
almost 40 percent of the farms in the area. Of these, the predom-
inately upland farms are more numerous than bottom land farms.
About 80 percent of the upland farms are operated by share
tenants; the other 20 percent are operated by owners. On bottom
land farms, owner operators and tenants are about equal in number.
Present System on a Representative Farm
This 50-acre farm is a typical small upland farm with gently
t:l strongly rolling topography (B slope). It is relatively favorable
for crop production provided reasonable erosion-control practices
are followed. The upland soils are Grena;ia and Loring series, but
a small strip of Falaya bottom land soil extends the length of the
farm (fig. 6Al. Moderate sheet erosion has occurred on all except
the bottom land. In addition to sheet erosion, occasional gullies are
found on the Grenada soil.
Organization and practices
The crop organization is built around cotton (12.5 acres), the
principal source of cash income. The operator grows corn (8 acres)
and lespedeza hay (6 acres) for feeding his livestock, which consists
of milk cows, hogs, and chickens kept largely for home use, and a
team of vJOrkstock (table 23). The pasture (9 acres) is little more
than an exercising lot with some lespedeza and wild grass. Despite
the small acreage in the farm, 10 acres of cropland are idle.
Apparently this land has not been in crops or pasture for 4 or
5 years .
. This cropping system prevailed in 1950, the first year after
World War II in which cotton acreage controls were reinstated.
With no acreage controls in 1947, this farmer planted 22 acres
of cotton and 12 acres of corn. No hay was grown on the farm
in that year.
In 1950 cotton was producer! on g acres Df bottom land. It
averaged about 385 pounds per acre. The other cotton was grown
on upland soils. It averaged about :315 pounds per acre. All cotton
was fertilized at the rate of 200 pounds per acre of a 6-8-8 fertilizer.
B. Farm Ldyout, Alternativc I
Fig'ure 6.-Present Soil Resources and Alternative F'arm Layout,
Representative Small Upland Farm, Haywood County, Tennessee
The corn and lespedeza were grown on Grenada (40) soils. Of
these. only corn was fertilized, and at the rate of 50 pounds per
acre of nitrate of soda. Yields of corn averaged 20 bushels per
acre and lespedeza 1ton per acre. The unimproved pasture, located
on the moderately well-drained Loring (30) soils, had received no
lime or fertilizer. Consequently, its production was low, even
though it was on the better upland soil.
The labor of the operator is supplemented with family labor
equivalent to 0.3 of a full-time worker. Thus, the total labor supply
equals 1.3 man-equivalents.
Costs and returns
At 1949 prices and with the farm operated by the owner, this
system of farming produces a net return (labor earnings) to
operator and family labor of a little more than $1,200 (table 24).
This includes both cash income from the sale of crops and live-
stock, and the value of products used by the operator's family.
The latter is estimated to be about $460. The costs deducted from
gross income are the direct cash costs, depreciation on buildings,
fences, machinery and livestock, and 5 percent interest on the
average investment.
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TABLE '2,).-[>1'1'.1'1'11/ ([lid At/nl/([/h,!: F([rlllil/g SYSli'lIIs on ([ RejJresentative
__~'!!!!Jl_l!l) l([~!~:'2~)~~}(l C!.!UrI IV, Tennessee
=====Alternative systems1------ -- IC--------n:.--
Cotton- Cotton- Beef-
dairy- beef- hogs-
hogs poultry cotton
-- -------_ .._--------- ----
Acres Acres Acres
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Present
. It~__ _ s_yst~~
Acres
LAND AND CROPS
Cotto/]
Corn
Lespedeza
Oats
Vetch
Other crops
Garden
Total
Double cropped
Used for crops
Idle cropland
Unimproved pasture
Improved pasture
Woodland
Other land
Total land
LIVESTOCK
Dairy cows
Beef cows
Brood sows
Hogs raised
Hens
LABOR POWER
Labor available
(man-equivalents)
Power used
12.5
8.0
6.0
9.5
9.0
17.0
9.5
9.0
17.0
(8.5 )
5.0
10.0
10.0
(5.0)
0.5
.5
27.5
.5
36.0
.5 0.5
44.5
8.5
36.0
30.5
5.0
25.527.5
10.0
9.0
36.0
1.5
2.0
50.0
13.0
1.0
50.0 50.0
13.0
1.0
50.0
23.5
1.0
Number Number Number Number
2 7
2
24
30
12
3
42
30
7
3
370
2
30
1.3 1.3 1.3 .85
Work-
stock (2)
Work-
stock (2)
Work-
stock (2)
Tractor
The returns, including products used in the home, averaged
49 cents per hour for almost 2,500 hours of operator and family
labor."!
With the farm operated on the usual share-tenant basis, assum-
ing the system of farming described above, the tenant and his
family received labor earnings of almost $1,100. After paying
taxes, repairs and depreciation, the landlord receives about $375
as his net return on investment in land and buildings (table 24).
This represents 8 percent on his investment. The tenant-operator
receives 44 cen Is net earnings per hour of operator and family
labor.
~'I Labor rpquirPlllPllf:-; in thi~ report ref(~r hI t.irne spE'l'll on field (,l'Ops. pasture,
and livestock.
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The investment, which amounted to $5,800, consists largely of
land and buildings. The relatively small amount of equipment
needed for the present cotton system of farming is valued at about
$300. The investment in livestock, including the value of 2 head
of workstock, amounts to only $425.
Weakness of present system
In emphasizing cotton the operator recognizes that this crop
is the highest income-producing enterprise for his farm and for
his family. This is indicated by the high percentage of cash income
that comes from cotton. It amounts to 95 percent.
By depending so largely on cotton, however, the labor force is
employed chiefly in the crop season, or an average of only 190
days per year in productive work. Furthermore, no attempt is
made to develop a cropping program that would use the idle land
or to increase the presently low yields per acre of feed crops and
pasture.
Alternative Systems on a Representative Small Upland Farm
This section deals with ways of increasing farm incomes on a
representative small upland farm. Improvements include mainly
changes in crop and livestock organization and in production prac-
tices that would increase yields per acre and production per head
of livestock. In these ways the farmers' land, labor and capital
would be used more efficiently.
Workstock are to be retained as the source of power. According
to preliminary estimates net labor income would be about the
same with either workstock or tractor power. Although a tractor
would enable farm labor to accomplish more per hour employed
and would release workstock feed for sale or to feed productive
livestock, ordinarily the labor saved would have no alternative
uses. On this small farm the overhead and cash operating cost of
the tractor and tractor equipment would be relatively high. The
labor force would remain at 1.3 man-equivalents for two alterna-
tives but would be reduced a third in one improved system.
Alternative I, Cotton-Dairy-Hogs
Organization and practices
In this system cotton would be the chief cash crop, with grade
B milk and hogs the main livestock enterprises. By reducing the
acreage of cultivated crops, chiefly cotton (from 12.5 acres to 9.5
acres), using idle land for crops, and increasing per acre yields of
corn, hay and pasture, enough feed would be produced for 7 dairy
cows and their replacements, two brood sows, and 24 hogs, plus
a farm flock of chickens (table 23).
The proposed farm layout and field uses in relation to the soil
groups are shown in figure 6. Corn is to be shifted from upland
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to bottom land and increased from 8 to 9 acres. At 1949 prices
net returns above all expenses are estimated to be $44 higher on
an acre of bottom land corn than on an acre of upland corn, while
returns from an acre of cotton on bottom land would be only $34
higher than from an acre of upland cotton. If bottom land is scarce
and adequate upland is available, under the assumptions made it
would be more profitable to grow corn on bottom land and cotton
on upland.
TABLE 2'L-Firlll71ciaf SI.tmmary of jJrescll1 and .Alternative Systems,
Rel)re.\cntati(l(~ Small lJ pfalld Farm, Haywood County,
______________ .l.~ennes,)~~_J~~l_!L P!J_~e_!~eveJ)
-------. --,- ------=-=~!1!e~~l~.ti,,~_ systems
I II III
Cotton- Cotton- Beef-
i Present dairy- beef- hogs-
I system hog poultry cotton
Dollars Dollars Dollars ---DolIars
Items
COSTS AND RETURNS
Cash receipts
Crops 1,703 1,676 1,820 859
Livestock 1,307 1,125 2,741
Livestock products 88 1,146 2,281 76
Total 1,791 4,129 5,226 3,676
Family living from the farm 460 480 480 480
Total income 2,251 4,609 5,706 4,156
Cash expenses and
depreciation
Crops 173 533 746 486
Livestock 203 611 1,200 430
Other cash costs 194 361 454 400
Depreciation 174 260 248 360
Total expenses 744 1,765 2,648 1,676
Family farm earnings 1,507 2,844 3,058 2,480
Interest on investment 290 427 465 525
Family labor and
management earnings 1.217 2,417 2,593 1,955
Hours of family labor 2,480 3,280 3,250 1,930
Earnings per hour of labor
and management ,49 .74 .80 1.01
CAPIT AL INVESTMENTS
Real estate 4,860 5,200 5,945 5,335
Machinery and equipment 295 505 415 1,455
Livestock 425 2,120 2,065 2,915
Feed and supplies 220 710 870 805
Total 5,800 8,535 9,295 10,510
Fields 7, 8, and 9 would be placed in a 6-year rotation of 2 re
years cotton and 4 years lespedeza. This would provide 8 acres of v,
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cotton. In order to provide more cash income, one acre of bottom
land (field 6) also would be planted in cotton. ~~ Approximately 8
acres of lespedeza would be used for summer grazing and the rest
would be cut for hay.
The land in fields 3 and 4 would be seeded in an orchard grass
and ladino clover pasture, which is assumed to last 10 years.2R
Field 3 would be used as a hog pasture, and field 4 for dairy cows
and workstock. This crop and livestock organization would be
operated with the present family labor force. Much of the addi-
tional work required (principally on livestock) would be done
during the noncrop season when employment under the present
system is very low. Only 30 days of wage labor would be needed.
Capital requirements, however, would be increased greatly. At
1949prices, the total additional cash outlay needed to establish this
system would amount to approximately $2,500. This includes the
cost of livestock, machinery and equipment, fences, and pasture
improvement. The present barns are adequate for a few additional
cows and replacements. The largest outlay ($1,145) would be for
additional cows and brood sows. Pasture improvement, including
fencing, would require $935 of new capital. A little more than
half this amount would be needed for a mowing machine, rake,
and miscellaneous dairy equipment (table 25). Milking would be
done by hand.
Costs and returns
(1) Owner operated-at 1949 prices, net labor earnings, which
include farm products used in the home, would be about $2,400, or
twice the earnings obtained from the present system. It is the
return to the operator on the entire farm operations for use of
the labor of himself and his family.
'J ,\I\LF 25.-(;(1sh Cosl of ESlalilishing Altl'lrwlive Farming Systems)
UI'j)}c,\cnlalive Smllil Ujilalld Farm. l-:la)'1l!oo!l Counly)
~~~'11l_1~\Scr:_jI9J~) Price [.n'~·l) , . ,_,
\
I. cotton~dairY""'1 II. C, ot,ton',be,e,f",III. Beef'hogs~
hogs poultry \ cotton--------1 Land: ---I ------i-Land-.:-i
I Farm Tenant lord Far;;] Tenant! lord i Farm
[)ollars lIollars lIollars Dollars lIollars Bollars Hollars
Heal estate
Buildings 1,700 1,700
Fellces 510 510 420 420 525
Pasture
improvement 425 212 213 425 212 21:3 770
Machinery 550 505 45 260 250 2,245
Livestock 1.145 573 572 1,520 760 760 2,000
Total 2,630 1.290 1,340 4.325 1,222 3,093 5.540
----~:! i~he e0l11parative per acre nf~f-rcturns-froil1-cott()n and---c()Y-ri---::lrc---$90·-an-Ci--1;78
respectively, assuming all cotton picking hired. '
co, Since this study was made. a survey of 101 beef cattle farms in the Tennessee
Valley shows that to date the average life of 451 pasture fields has been 7.5 years.
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For this larger net return the labor force would work more
hours than at present, approximately 3,280. However, the average
return per hour worked (75 cents) would also be higher.
If we assume that land values and wage rates will remain as
at present, the rate of return on new capital invested in the cotton-
dairy-hog alternative would average 37 percent.
(2) Tenant operated-if this system were operated by a share
tenant, he would receive about $1,960 in labor earnings, or 60
cents per hour of labor. This is an increase of about $870 above
present labor earnings (table 26). The tenant would invest $1,000
in establishing this system.24
T,\BLE 'l.6.-Comparative Costs and Returns, and Investment of Tenant
and Landlord, Re1Jresentatilie Small Upland Farm, Haywood
County,Tenncssee (19i19 PriceLevel)
1 ~I!~l"llative syste~t _~ __
Present i Cotton-dairy- Cotton-beef-
system I hogs poultry
Tenant -Landlord TeIlann~,andlord TenanTLandlord
-- ------ -- --_ .._-
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars
1,610 641 2,880 1,729 3,397 2,309
477 267 826 939 1,181 1,466
Item
Total income
Total expenses
I Family farm earnings 1,133 374 2,054 790 2,216 943Interest on investment 47 243 96 331 107 358Family laborf,
and management
earnings 1,086 131 1,958 459 2.109 485Hours of family labor 2,480 3,280 3,250Earnings per hour
of labor and
management 0.44 0.60 0.65
Capital investments
Real estate 4,857 5,200 5,947Cattle, hogs 259 975 975 702 703Other livestock 168 168 658Feed & supplies 219 357 356 435 434Equipment 297 418 86 345 71
Total 943 4,857 1,918 6,617 2,140 7,155
Alternative II. Cotton-Beef-Poultry
Organization and practices in
til
This system would be built around a cropping program very pI
similar to the cotton-dairy-hog alternative system. However, the It
livestock organization would shift to a small cow-calf herd of beef th
cattle t7 cows) and a 400-hen flock of chickens (table 23).25 Early w
"' See appendix table fi, page 91 for landlord-tenant arrangements_
,-, Oats for grain, seeded in cotton middles after the first picking, would be ill- bL
corDorated into the 3-vear cotton-leSDedeza rotation in the cotton-dairy-hog system.
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spring calves would be sold in the fall at weights of about 450
pounds each. With a 90-percent calf crop, average production per
cow would be 405 pounds. Approximately 450 sexed pullets would
be raised each year. This would provide 400 hens for the laying
flock at the beginning of the year. It is assumed that an average
of 15 dozen eggs would be produced per hen.
This system would require a larger average investment than
the cotton-dairy-hog alternative-a total of $9,295. The major
items of additional cash outlay are a layer house and two brooder
houses, to be constructed at a cost of $1,700 (table 25).
Costs and returns
This system would return labor earnings of about $2,600, or
about $200 more than the cotton-dairy-hog system. The amounts
of labor required to operate these alternatives would not differ
greatly. Consequently, average hourly labor earnings would be
slightly higher for the cotton-beef-poultry system. The average
return would be 80 cents per hour of labor ~table 24).
If operated by a share tenant, this system would produce labor
earnings of 65 cents per hour for the tenant operator and 11.8 per-
cent return on the landlord's average investment (table 26).
Effect of substituting hogs for poultry
In the cotton-beef-poultry system, the homegrown feed fed to
poultry would be enough to maintain 3 brood sows and fatten 42
hogs averaging 225 pounds each. By substituting hogs for the
400-hen flock, gross income would be reduced about $1,050, but
total costs would be reduced by $1,030. This amount would include
interest on a reduced investment (chiefly in poultry houses) of
SSOO.Thus, there would be no important changes in labor earnings
for the farm.
However, labor earnings per hour of labor would be increased
from 80 cents for the system with poultry to $1.06 with hogs. Hogs
require 780 hours less labor than poultry. The total labor require-
ments would be reduced from 3,250 hours for the cotton-beef-
poultry system to 2,470 hours for the cotton-beef-hog alternative.
Alternative IA. Present Organization with Improved Practices
This variation from Alternatives I and II would mean no change
in the present farming system except adoption of improved prac-
tices on cotton and corn. It is assumed that the additional corn
produced, as well as the extra cotton, would be sold at 1949 prices.
It is assumed also that the labor force would be adequate, except
that extra labor would be needed at picking time in comparison
with alternatives I and II.
Under these assumptions variable income would increase $1,300
but variable costs would rise only $445, leaving a net return of
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$855 above the present system, or a total of about $2,070 in labor
earnings (table 271. Thus, this net return compared favorably with
alternatives I and II, particularly in view of the smaller investment
required for the present organization (table 24).
If, however, the price of cotton fell to 22 cents a pound, for
example, as a result of increased production or for other reasons,
labor earnings would decline to about $1,500. This amount is
slightly larger than the labor earnings from the present system
with 1949 prices, but it is much smaller than earnings from alter-
natives I and II.
T,\llLF ~7. -Ia/)()r FIIJII/II,!}"I flllill ]')(',1('111 Orglill/wi/on IIl1d Jllljnovcd
]'ratl/ces 11'/111 COIil/un/,lolls, He/ne,lellllll/,'c Small
l' /]/11 II d Falili. HIl)'il'ood COl/illy, Tennessee
(1019 ]'r/(I'.I alld Pre.I('1I1 Lalwy Force)
Corn Cotton
produced produced
Bushels Bales
8ystem
Family
labor earnings
------
Dollars Percent
Present organization:
With pH'sCl1l practices 165
Wilh impl'oved practices 360
lrl.iush'd orgal1izatioll and
improvl'd practices:
Alternative I,
Cottol1-ctairv 6;37
Alternative Ir',
Cotton-beef-poultry 634
------_ ..._-_ ..._----- -
9.4 1,217 100
15.0 2.072 171
!l.75 2,417 199
9.75 2,593 213--- ----_._-_ .._--_ ..__ .~---
Alternative III-Hog-Beef-Cotton (with reduced labor supply)
In recent decades the farm labor supply has declined in type-
of-farming area 3. Thus this alternative system of farming is set
up under the assumption that the labor supply on this representa-
tive farm will decline about 35 percent below the present level,
to about 0.85 man-equivalents. This could be true, for example, on
farms whose operators had full-time, off-farm jobs and helped
their families carryon the farm work. Because of the need to use
labor efficiently, a small tractor would replace workstock.
In this system the acreage of cotton would be reduced to 5, so
that the farm labor could do the highly seasonal hoe work and
picking. Cotton producing a bale per acre, would be grown in a
;5-yec,r rotation with lespedeza hay on Grenada soil.
Combined with cotton would be enterprises that require rela-
tively little labor--hogs and beef cattle as the major sources of
cash income, and corn, hay and pasture to be used for these live-
stock. By gnJwing the corn on bottom land, enough grain would
be produced te; fatten 42 hogs and !Tl?Jntain the brep-ding stock.
With calves sold in the fall enough fec'd would be produced to keep
a herd of 12 beef cows and replacements. More capital would be
required for this system than either of the other alternatives,
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chiefly because of the investment in a tractor and tractor equip-
ment and larger investment in livestock (table 24).
On a farm basis, net labor earnings in this system ($1,955) would
be less than labor earnings from either of the other alternatives.
But on an hourly basis the labor earnings ($1.01 per hour worked)
compare favorably with the other systems.
PRESENT AND ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS ON
SMALL BOTTOM LAND FARMS
Present System on a Representative Farm
This 52-acre farm contains about 30 acres of bottom land, Falaya
soil series. The upland is about equally divided between Loring
and Grenada soils (fig. 71. The potential production of this farm
is relatively high, assuming proper drainage of bottom land and
adoption of improved crop production practices on the whole farm,
along with certain erosion-control practices on upland.
B. A11l'rnative Farm Layout
:W Memphis-Loring soil
·W G(cHada soi I
4:! Fabya soil
A 0-2 'i::, slope
B 2-5 'X, slope
C 5-H';;, slope
1- Depositl'd soil
l\lodl'r<.\(e SIH.'ct ero;;ion
;~ l\locit'ratl'1y Sl'\"t'l'e shed
erosion
~ Soil group bOtHldary
~Dr<.lill<IJ.'::('
~ Woudblld
SynllJols
_)( -x- Field boundary, fCllCC'd
_ 0 _o_Field boundary, unfl!llccd
• Buildings
Field (;se
1 llolllL'skud
2 Gardell
aA !'as!un'
:JD Pasture
-1 P<.lsture
5 Cutton
ti Cotton
7 Corn
S & 9 2-yr.oats1l'spedpza
rotation
Acres
2.5
5
fLU
12.U
1.0
4.0
6.U
10.0
10.0
Figure
Tot<d 52.0
7.-Present Soil Resources and Alternative Farm I.ayout,
Representative Small Bottom Land Farm,
Haywood County, Tennessee
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Organization and practices
Under the present system the operator produces an average of
425 pounds of cotton per acre on 12 acres and about 23 bushels of
corn per acre on 10 acres. Except for small acreages in lespedeza
hay and some idle land, unimproved pasture occupies the remain-
ing land. No fertilizer is used on hay and pasture. Approximately
40 pounds of nitrate of soda is used per acre of corn; and 200
pounds of 4-8-B fertilizer per acre of cotton.
As usual on small cotton farms, livestock on this farm are kept
chiefly for products for home use and for workstock (table 28).
The average investment (about $6,225) consists principally of
real estate. The labor force, which totals 1.3 man-equivalents, is
made up of operator and family labor.
Costs and returns
This system produces net labor earnings of about $1,560 which
is a third larger than the labor earnings on the representative small
upland farm Itables 24 and 29). Although the labor force worked
20 more days, the average returns per hour of labor was 65 cents
compared with 49 cents on the small upland farm.
Alternative Systems on a Representative Small Bottom Land Farm
The team of workstock would be replaced with a small tractor
and hand milking with machine milking. Otherwise, the adjust-
ments involved in setting up the alternative systems on the rep-
resentative bottom land farm would be similar to those discussed
in connection with alternatives on the representative small upland
farm. The shift to tractor power is justified on this bottom land
by the relatively large volume of production. The labor force,
which would remain at 1.3 man-equivalents, would work about
the same number of days as that on the small upland farm on
which workstock is used for power and milking is done by hand.
For each alternative system the water disposal problem would
be handled by grassed waterways through the bottom land area.
These waterways would also be used for hay or pasture. Also, the
present small woodland area would be cleared and seeded to per-
manent pasture.
Alternative I, Cotton-Dairy-Hogs
Organization and practices
Cotton, which is to remain an important source of cash income,
would be supplemented principally with grade B milk and hogs.
Because of the reliltively large acreage of bottom land, all the corn
and cotton, and part of the hay and pasture would be grown on this
land. In comparison with the representative upland farm, this
farm would produce more cotton and larger amounts of feed crops
becam
The fa
landfi
bushel
pastur
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because of the relatively large yields per acre on bottom land.
The farm would carry 11 dairy cows-4 more than the small up-
land farm, produce corn for fattening 28 hogs, and have about 75
bushels to sell Itable 2m. Most of the lespedeza hay and improved
pasture would be grown on the upland.
T\I;(,F '.!.~.-fJrl'.\elll IIl1d £'llterl/llli,II' FllrJllilig Sysl!'lIIs. Helnl'.II'lIll1li',,!:
Sill IIII Nul/Ulil Llllid. Hn\'ll'Uud CUllllly. 1'1'/1111'.1.1('1'
Alternative systems
I II
-. _ ..~----- ~-------
III
Cotton- Cotton- Hog's-
Present dairy- beef- beef-
Item system hogs poultry cotton-
LAND AND CROPS
Acres Acres Acres Acres
Cotton 12.0 10.0 10.0 5.0
Corn 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
Lespedeza hay 5.0 10.0 10.0 8.0
Oats for grain (5.0)
Garden 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5
Total 28.0 30.5 35.5 2:3.5
Double cropped (5.0)
Used for crops 28.0 30.5 30.5 23.5
Idle cropland 3.0
Unimproved pasture 17.0
Improved pasture 19.0 19.0 26.0
Woodland 1.5
Other land 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
Total land 52.0 52.0 52.0 52.0
Number Number Number Number
LIVESTOCK
Dairy cows 2 11
Beef cows 11 12
Brood sows 1 2 1 3
Hogs raised 12 28 14 42
Hens 30 30 370 30
LABOR POWER
Labor available
(man-equivalents) 1.:3
Power used Workstock (2)
1.3
Tractor
1.3
Tractor
0.85
Tractor
These adjustments from the present organization would require
a cash outlay of $6,500 most of which would be used to buy ma-
chinery and equipment. A small tractor and tractor equipment,
a milking machine and miscellaneous dairy equipment, and addi-
tional dairy cows would be included Itable 30). Other items of
importance include pasture establishment, remodeling the barn,
and building and repairing fences. These extra investments would
almost double the present average investment in the farm business.
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Costs and returns
At 1949 prices, this alternative system would double the labor
earnings of the present specialized cotton system. It would produce
a net return of approximately $3,225 (table 29, column 2). This is
the return for 3,260 hours of operator and family labor, or 99 cents
per hour. It assumes that the operator is the owner.
Effects of substituting soybeans for feed crops on bottom land
On the 30 acres of bottom land, corn, cotton, and soybeans for
beans could be grown in a 3-year rotation. Adding 10 acres of soy-
TABLE 'l.~).-Fill(/llcia I S11111III II I)' of jJrcsenl and A lternalivc Systems,
Helnl',II'lIlllliile Small Botto/ll [A/lid Farll/, [-faywood
(;IJI(III\,. Tnll/I'ssl'!' (1~)1~) Priu' Lel1el)
Alternative systems---
I II III
Cotton- Cotton- Hogs-
dairv- beef- beef-
hog's poultry cotton
Dollars Dollars Dollars
Item
Present
system
Dollars
COSTS AND RETURNS
Cash receipts
Crops 1,701 2,275 2,285 1,159
Livestock 316 1,483 2,004 2,658
Livestock products 128 1,879 2,281 76
Total 2,145 5,637 6,570 3,893
Family living
from the farm 460 480 480 480
Total income 2,605 6,117 7,050 4,373
Cash expenses
and depreciation
Crops 237 633 704 514
Livestock 161 803 1,338 437
Other cash costs 186 464 490 398
Depreciation 147 435 435 394
Total expenses 731 2,335 2,967 1,743
Family farm C'arnings 1.874 3,782 4,083 2,630
InterC'st on invC'stments 311 558 583 550
Family labor and
managC'ment earnings 1,56:3 :3,224 3,500 2,080
Hours of family labor 2,400 :3,260 3.360 2,020Enrnings per h'our of
labor and management 0.65 0,99 1.04 1.03
CAPITAL INV~STlvIENTS
Real estate 4,940 5,860 6,510 5,950
lViachinC'ry anci equipment 290 1,725 1,390 1,390
Livestock 745 2,805 2,935 2,915
Feed and supplies 250 770 800 770
Total 6,225 11,160 ._1_!,_635 ___ ~.1,02~- --- -.-_.,,----------. ------------
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i
I
beans to row crops would replace 10 acres of forage crops. As a
result, the dairy herd would be reduced from 11 to 7 cows. They
would be hand-milked and the soybeans would be custom-com-
bined.
With soybeans yielding 25 bushels per acre and cows producing
5,000 pounds of milk per head, the system with soybeans would
produce about $45 less labor income. However, 110 hours less
labor and about $800 less cash outlay would be needed to estab-
lish the system.
The decision between soybeans and cows would not depend
as much on the comparative returns and labor requirements as on
the availability of combines for harvesting soybeans.
For one who has limited capital and the services of a custom
combine when needed, soybeans would have some advantage over
additional forage crops and the larger herd.
The rate of return on new capital in the 11-cow alternative
would be 24 percent, assuming that land values and wage rates
remain at the present level.
TABLE :'D.-Cash Cosioi'of Establishing Alternative Farming Systems,
Rejnesenlalive S1IIall ]Jot/om r~and Farm. Ha)'wood
COll1lly Tell1l1'ssee (I~H9 Price Level) -
Item
Alternative systems----------1-- ------ ------- -II----------- -------1-11----
Cotton- Cotton- Hogs-
dairy- beef- beef-
hogs poultry cotton
-- ----_._----
Dollars Dollars Dollars
85 85 85
765 1,700
960 740 915
525 620 870
2.665 2.200 2,250
1.500 1,935 1.745
6.500 7.280 5,865
Drainage
Buildings
Fences
Pasture improvement
Machinery and equipment
LivestockI
!
I
I
I
Total
Alternative II, Cotton-Beef-Poultry
In this system an 11-cow beef herd and a 370-hen flock of
poultry would replace the dairy cows and hogs of the preceding
system Itable 28). The cropping systems would differ only in the
use of oats for grain in a 2-year rotation with lespedeza hay on
Memphis soil. During the 2 years, 2 crops of hay and 1 crop of oats,
producing 40 bushels per acre, would be harvested.
At 1949 prices, the cotton-beef-poultry alternative would pro-
duce $3,500 in net labar earnings, almost $300 more than the
labor earnings from the cotton-dairy-hog system. Labor needed
would be the same for the two alternatives, so that net earnings
per hour of labor ($1.04) would be slightly larger for the system
with beef and poultry (table 29).
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The comparative labor earnings, however, do not tell the whole
story. For the cotton-beef-poultry system, about $780 more money
would be needed to get started, most of which would be for build-
ing house and two brooder houses (table 30'!. Although interest on
the additional investment was deducted from income in computing
the comparative labor earnings, some farmers might find it hard
to finance the extra investment. Furthermore, for some farmers
the skills necessary for successful poultry production are harder
to acquire than are those for successful hog production.
For farmers who can finance the larger capital requirements
and who have or can acquire the necessary skills, the cotton-beef-
poultry system would have a small advantage in net labor earnings
in comparison with the cotton-dairy-hog alternative.
Alternative IA and IIA, Present Organization With Improved
Practices on Corn and Cotton
If the operator does not change the present system except to
adopt improved production practices on present acreages of corn
and cotton, at 1949 prices labor earnings would compare favorably
with alternative systems I and II. This assumes that the additional
corn produced is sold for $1.70 per bushel and that all cotton is
sold for 29 cents a pound. (See table 31 for comparative labor
earnings. I
T\B1F ,':l.-!JI!)Or Fllmillgs [1'Ii1ll 1'1'1',\(,711 ()rg;rmiwliol1 IIlId Improved
1'l!Il'iil'I'.1 1I'ill/ COlli !JII risol/.\ , ]{('!))('s('lIll1liJ,(' .'11111111
nollolll Llllld Fllrlll. HII)'ll'OOr! COIIIII)', '1'(,1111(,.1',\'('('
(19J9 Pri(('.1 IIlId p'r(,sl'lIl T,a!JOrSlljijJ!Y)
Corn Cotton
System produced produced Labor earninl('s
Bushels Bales Dollars Index
Present organization
Present practices 226
Improved practices 750
Adj LIsted Organ iza tion and
Improved practices
Alternative I, Cotton-
dairy-hogs 750 12.5
Alternative II. Cotton-
____ beef-p_o~ll_try 75,_0 1~,5_
10.2
15
1,563
2.902
100
186
3.224
3.500
206
224
If the price of cotton were to fall to 22 cents a pound, labor
earnings would be reduced to about $2,350. This would be about
;)0 percent above earnings from the present system, but signifi-
cantly lower than earnings from alternatives I and II at 1949 prices.
Alternative III, Hogs-Beef-Cotton (with reduced labor supply)
h, j his system the labor supply would be reduced below one
Lull-time worker to about 0.85 of a man-equivalent. If cotton were
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reduced to 5 acres and hogs substituted for poultry in the preceding
system, the reduced labor force could do all of the work required-
about 200 10-hour days.
The land would be used more extensively than in either of the
other two alternative systems. About two-thirds of the land would
be in pasture and hay (table 28). But 15 acres of bottom land,
which would be planted to corn and cotton, would be used in-
tensively.
At 1949 prices, labor earnings from this system would amount
to almost $2,100 or $1.03 per hour of labor. This return is almost
equal to the return that would be obtained from the cotton-dairy-
hogs system on the representative upland farm with 50 percent
more labor (tables 24 and 29).
PRESENT AND ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS ON
MEDIUM-SIZED UPLAND FARMS
Medium-sized farms, which range from 60 to 100 acres in size,
comprise about 35 percent of the farms in the area. There are five
times as many upland as bottom land farms. About two-thirds of
all medium-sized farms are operated by share tenants.
Present System on a Representative Medium-Sized Upland Farm
This 80-acre farm has relatively favorable soil and topography
for crop production. Grenada, Loring, and Memphis upland soils
make up three-fourths of the farm. The bottom land consists of
the comparatively highly productive Collins soil (fig. 8A). Almost
a fourth of the land in farms cannot be row-cropped safely, except
in a long rotation (1 year in 6, for example). This is a band of
Grenada soil on C slope that has lost more than 75 percent of the
topsoil. Areas of this kind are best adapted to permanent hay or
pasture.
Organization and practices
A little more than half the land (44 acres) is in crops, chiefly
corn and cotton (table 32). The remaining acres, of which 25 are
unimproved pasture and 8 are idle, produce little income. Live-
stock on the farm consist of 3 head of workstock, 3 cows kept
mainly for milk, a brood sow and 40 hens. Usually the operator
sells a veal calf, 1 to 2 heavy calves, a few pigs, about 2 hogs, and
a few dozen eggs.
Typical of the area, most of the fertilizer is applied to cotton
1200 pounds per acre of a 4-8-8 mixture). Corn receives an average
of 50 pounds of nitrate of soda per acre, but no fertilizer is applied
to hay or pasture. Yields of cotton average three-fourths of a bale
per acre on all land. Twenty bushels per acre is the average yield
of corn. Lespedeza and other hay average only about a ton per
acre. The unimproved pasture provides not much more than
meager grazing for the limited number of livestock.
;)_~4 B_U_I._L_E'I!~·r_~g_:_24:c_4.c _
30
C
;3
A. Soil Hcsourccs
Soil symbols
30 Loring-I\Iclllphis
-to Grenada
-12 Collins
A Under 2 slope
13 2-5 (:~ slope
C 5-3 ',;, slope
+. DeposIted material
., ;\}oc!C'l',-Itc shed
crOS1UIl
.\lodl'l'<Jtcly .:-;c\"c}"c
sheet crUSlUll
o
1
Scale I inch 660 feet
~ Soil group boun(bry
_ o_o_Field bound<.lry,
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-x-x- Ficld boundary, fencc'ri
__ ~ __ Drainage
• Buildings
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Figure 8.-Present Soil Resources and Alternative Farm Layout,
Representative Medium-sized Upland Farm,
Haywood County, Tennessee
Acres
8.0
85
23.0
12.5
Item
Corn:
18.0
7.0
1.0
20
no.o
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Item
and Alternative Farming Systems, Representative
UjJland Farm, Haywood County, Tennessee
Alternative systems---I-------n
Cotton- Cotton-
dairy- beef-
hogs poultry
Acres Acres
III
Beef-
hogs-
cotton
Acres
T,\ TILE 32.-Pycsent
MediuIJI-si::ed
Present
system
Acres
LAND AND CROPS
Cotton: Cropper 12.0 12.0 12.0
Operator 7.3 3.0 3.0 8.0
Corn: Cropper 7.0 2.0 2.0
Operator 8.0 6.5 6.5 15.5
Lespedeza hay 5.8 12.0 18.0 6.5
Other hay 1.8 6.0 6.0
Oats for grain (9.0)
Button clover, vetch (l8.0c) (3.0v) (3.0v)
(3.0v)
Othcr crops 1.1
Garden 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Total 44.0 63.5 54.5 40.0
Double cropped 21.0 12.0 3.0
Used for crops 44.0 42.5 42.5 37.0
Idle cropland and failure 8.0
Unimproved pasture 25.0
Improved pasture 35.5 35.5 41.0
Woodland
Other land 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Total land 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0
Number Number Number Number
LIVESTOCK
Dairy cows 3 18 1
Bcef cows 17 17
Brood sows 1 1 1 5
Hogs raised 5 14 14 68
Hens 40 40 370 40
LABOR POWER
Labor available
(man-equivalents) 2.2 2.2 2.2 1.4
Operator family 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4
cropper 0.8 0.8 0.8
Powcr used Workstock Tractor Tractor Tractor---------------- - -- ------
The sharecropper on the representative farm shares in 12 acres
of cotton and 7 acres of corn. He works for other farmers for a few
weeks, chiefly during the cotton-picking season.2" The total labor
supply is equivalent to 2.2 able-bodied men. (This size labor force
generally prevails on medium-sized farms whether or not the
farms have cropper labor).
The capital resources, valued at $9,600, consist mainly of land
and buildings. Workstock 13 head) are used for power. Together
",; Approximately half of the medium-sized farms have croppers.
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with machinery and equipment they are valued at about $500.
Other livestock are valued at about $1,000.
Costs and returns
(11 Owner operated. For the farm as a whole, family labor
earnings at 1949 prices amount to about $2,130. But with a cropper
on the fann, this income is shared by two families. The cropper
T\I\IE :l'\.-Fintl/Ilial SII//lIIl1lry. RejJresenlalive Aledium-sized
Upland Farm, IJu)'wood COllllly, Tennessee
(1919 Price Level) ..
r Alternative system·s ---- ..,-
I ----T ...--- II .....
Present I Cotton-dairy- Cotton-beef-
system I hogs poultry
.... Doliar-s--Dollars· Dollars
COSTS AND RETURNS
Cash Receipts
Crops
Livestock
Livestock products
Other
Item
III
Beef-hogs-
cotton
Dollars
2,504
300
103
321
3,179
1,149
3,168
3,143
2,527
2,281
88
1,590
4,252
120
Total 2,939 7,496 8,039 5,962
Family living from
the farm 405 465 465 465
Total income 3,344 7,961 8,504 6,427
Cash expenses and
depreciation
Crops 313 907 1,072 747
Livestock 178 1,176 1,223 620
Cropper labor" 900 1,268 1,268
Other cash costs 240 700 745 721
Depreciation 644 670 622
Total expenses 1,631 4,695 4,978 2.710
Family farm earnings 1,713 3,266 3,526 3,717
Interest on investment 481 814 891 855
Family labor and
management earnings 1,232 2,452 2,635 2,862
Hours of family labor 2.125 3,155 2,720 3,015
Earnings per hr. of labor
and manageillent 0.58 0.78 0.97 0.95
Cli.PITAL INVESTMENT
}ieal (,5ta te 7.780 8,885 9,805 8,970
lVTachinery and
equipment 290 2,610 2,245 2,245
Livcsto"k 1.170 4,195 4,600 4,755
Fec(l 'l.ld supplies 370 600 1,110 1,125
Total 9,610 16,290 17,760 17.095
---_._----- _._-------
I Net increase i.1 invcntor:'t'.
:..'Cropper's receipts are obtained fronl the share of crops grown plus an estimated
cash \'aluc uf perquisites.
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gets $900 and the operator $1,232 (table 33). (About two-thirds
of owner-operated farms have croppers). In addition, the operator
earns 5-percent interest on the part of the investment owned free
of debt. The cropper family also gets a house rent-free and a
garden.
For this income the cropper family works 1,650 hours on crops,
getting 54 cents an hour. The operator family is employed 2,125
hours on crops and livestock they average 58 cents an hour.
The size of the total labor force on owner-operated farms with
no croppers is approximately the same as those with croppers.
They grow, on the average, about the same acreages of corn and
cotton. Consequently, when it is operated by the owner without
cropper labor this representative farm returns approximately
$2,100 in family labor earnings for 378 10-hour days of work, or
about 55 cents an hour.
12i Tenant operated. If the operator is a share tenant, with
cropper labor, he must share part of the farm income with the
landlord as well as with the cropper. In this case, the operating
tenant's family labor earnings at 1949 prices amount to $1,000, or
47 cents an hour (table 35). The landlord receives about $620
above cash expenses and depreciation.
About half of the share tenants do not employ cropper labor.
Like the owner-operator families without croppers they have larger
average family labor forces than those who have croppers. With the
representative farm operated solely by the tenant family, labor
earnings would amount to $1,900.
T.\BLE 'l1.·~Casll Cnst of Fstablishing Altcnwti.'e Farming Systems,
Re /nc.\I' III 01 i,'I' j\1 cd i 1l11l-Si::('(l U /110 nd Fa rill, Ha\'ll'()()d
COli 111)', '{I'll nl'S.lI'C 1919 Prii"l'
III
Beef-
hogs-
cotton
Item
I
Cotton-dairy-hogs
Land-
Farm Tenant lord
--_ ...__ ...._--_._-
Dollars Dollars Dollars
250 250
825 825
Buildings
Fences
Pasture im-
provement
Machinery and
equipment
Livestock
Farm Tenant
Dollars Dollars
1,900
1,110
II
Cotton -beef -poul try
Land-
lord
Dollars
1,900
1,110
Total
1,160
4,480
2.590
9,305
1,160 1,165
3,650
3,575
1,165
Farm
Dollars
250
870
1,160
4,605
3,015
4,480
1,295
5.775
1,295
3.650
1,787 1,788
3.530 11,400 5,437 5,963 9.900
_.---- -----~-- ..__ ..._~-_. __ . --- ----------
Alternative Systems on a Representative
M.edium-Sized Upland Farm
This sectio!l deals with three alternatives to the present cotton
system. In two of these alternatives, it is assumed that the labor
(
duct
labo
$2,4:
and
crop
alm(
substituted for the present workstock (3 head). In each alternative, 1
the operator would adopt improved production practices. He would 225
fit the crops to the soil resources and to livestock enterprises to incr
get the highest long-time net return. All idle cropland would be syst
incorporated into the crop and pasture program. as a
]
Alternative I. Cotton-Dairy-Hogs eXCE
labe
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force (2.2 man-equivalents) would remain the same as at present;
in the third alternative, the labor supply would be reduced to 1.4
man-equivalents. In each system, a medium-sized tractor would be
TABLE ?>5.-ComjHll"lllive II/(JcslllICnts, Cosls and Returns of Tenant and
Landlord, Rejnescnllllivc i\lcdillJl7-sizcd Ujlland Farm,
______ Hllyl1'Ood.Colmly,Tcn~l('s~\~~, (I ~)l~J~J·icc Level)
---_ .._------------
i ,Alternative systems
i ,~---. ' .. ---
iiI II
i_I'Ees_eIltsystems i Cotton-dairy-, Cotton-beef-
Cotton I hog j poultry
__ I..:.te""m Tei",-~~_---_i:;l.ll_dI()r('-':':'Te_ll_a-_nf __':'L~_lid_T_o;:_d_.'i:!iian t" LaIldlOrd-
Total income
Total expenses
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars
2,683 1,011 4,812 3,149 5,000 3,504
1.589 392 3,051 1,644 3,058 1,920
Family farm earnings 1,0£)4 619 1,761 1,505 1.942 1,584
Interest on
investment 92 389 233 581 257 634
Family labor and man-
agement earnings 1,002 230 1.528 924 1.685 950
Hours of family labor 2,125 xx 3,155 xx 2,720 xx
Earnings per hour of
labor & management 0.47 xx 0.48 xx 0.62 xx
Capital investment
Rcal estate 7.780 0 8,883 9,805
Cattle, hogs 2,070 2,070 2,:300 2,300
Other livestock 1,170 58
Fecd & supplies 370 300 300 555 555
Equipment 2nO 2,237 372 2,245
Total 1,830 7.780 4,665 11.625 5,100 12,660
._------------------- --- ------------_ .._-
Organization and practices
In this system cotton would remain the major cash crop, and, era1
although the acreage would be reduced to 15, total production duc
would be increased as a result of higher yields. To supplement or ~
income hom cotton, the operator would establish an IS-cow grade ret I
B dairy herd. He would fatten all the hogs raised from 1 brood to ~
sow. Hay for the dairy herd would be produced from lespedeza
and soybecU1s grown in a 3-year rotation with button clover. The stOE
button clover would be seeded after the second-year lespedeza, It lOrE
would produce a seed crop to be turned under before soybeans ren
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I
I
I
I
were planted. Some fall and winter grazing would be provided by
this button clover, which is grown from a seeded or volunteer
stand. An ochard grass and ladino clover pasture would provide
most of the pasture. Button clover would provide some fall and
spring grazing. ~1ith corn on bottom land, a relatively small
acreage would produce the grain needed to feed the dairy cattle,
hogs, and farm flock of chickens. (See table 32 for farm organi-
zation and figure 8 for field arrangement and soil resources).
Crop and livestock production practices for this improved farm-
ing system would be the same as those to be adopted for the alter-
native systems on the representative small upland farm. (See
tables 21 and 22, pages 34 and 36.)
This alternative cotton-dairy-hog system would be operated
with the present labor supply-2.2 man-equivalents. About $9,300
in additional capital would be needed. Approximately half this
amount would be used to buy a medium-sized tractor and tractor
equipment, and dairy equipment, which would include two single-
unit milking machines. The rest would be needed to establish the
dairy herd and provide pasture, pasture fences, and a milking
shed (table 34).
I
I
I
j
I
Costs and returns
(1) Owner operated-with a cropper family sharing in the pro-
duction on 12 acres of cotton and 2 acres of corn, at 1949 prices
labor earnings for the operator and family would approximate
$2,450, or 78 cents per hour of labor. This compares with $1,230
and 58 cents obtained from the present system (table 33). The
cropper's net cash income would amount to about $1,270, which is
almost 50 percent more than he obtains from the present system.
The tenant operator and his family would work an average of
225 10-hour days per man-equivalent on crops and livestock, an
increase of 73 days above the number required for the present
system. The cropper and his family would work only 160 days,
as at present.
For the owner-operator family that could do all of the work,
except part of the cotton picking (cquivo 'ent to 2 months hired
labor), labor earnings would amount to about $3,600.
(2) Tenant operated-this cotton-dairy-hog alternative, if op-
erated by a share tenant and cropper, at 1949 prices, would pro-
duce labor earnings of about $1,625 to the tenant and his family,
or 51 cents per hour of labor. The cropper would get $1,270 net
return to labor and the landlord's return on capital would amount
In $1,500 (table 35).
'Nith the tenant furnishing the ulachmery and half the live-
stock, his cash ouflay '-'Tould be considerably larger than the land-
lord's additional investment in pasture improvement, fences,
remodeling the barn, and livestock (table 34).
I
I
I
I
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Alternative II. Cotton-Beef-Poultry
Organization and practices
In this, as in the preceding alternative, cotton would be the
major cash crop, but livestock would be shifted to an 18-cow beef
herd and a 400-hen flock of chickens. The cropping system would
be the same as in the preceding cotton-dairy-hog alternative, with
one exception. In the cotton-beef-poultry system, oats for grain
would be substituted in the 2-year lespedeza rotation for button
clover.
Costs and returns at 1949 prices
If operated by the owner and his family with cropper labor
operating as described previously, net labor returns would amount
to $2,635 for the operator and his family. This would exceed the
net returns from the cotton-dairy-hog alternative by almost $200
(table 331.
But the alternative with the beef and poultry would require
$2,000 more to establish, or a total of $11,400 (table 34). Although
interest was deducted from income to obtain net labor earnings,
the extra cash outlay should be considered in comparing the two
al terna ti ves.
If this system is operated by a tenant and a cropper, the ten-
ants' labor earnings would be approximately $1,685, about $150
more than he would obtain from the alternative with dairy cattle
and hogs.
Alternative III. Beef-Hog-Cotton (with reduced labor supply)
The chief differences between this alternative and the two
preceding systems lie in the reduction of the labor force to 1.4
man-equivalents. This situation would exist if the average op-
erator lost his cropper labor supply.
By reducing the labor supply each full-time man (man-equiva-
lent 1 in the labor force would have about 60 percent more crop
and pasture land. This increase in the land-man ratio would bring
adjustments in the farm organization. Cotton would be grown on
only 8 acres so that family labor could handle the chopping and
picking except for a few days of hired labor. Corn and hogs, which
require relatively little labor, would be increased significantly.
Enough pasture and hay would be produced for a beef herd of
17 cows.
This system would require $9,900 of additional capital and 300
days of work on crops and livestock, or 215 days per man-equiva-
lent.
At 1949 prices this system would return to the operator and
family the largest labor earnings of either of the three alternative
systems-about $2,B60 for the farm as a whole and $2,045 per
man-equivalent (table 33).
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Effect of Changing Price Relationships on Labor Earnings
Varying the price of cotton
At 1949 prices for all farm products, labor earnings would range
from 2 to 2 1/3 times as large for alternative systems I, II, and III
as for the present system (table 36). With lower prices for cotton
and 1949 prices for livestock, the alternative systems would have
an increasing advantage over the present system. This would be
true particularly for alternative III, in which cotton is a relatively
minor crop, because of the reduction in the size of the labor supply.
With cotton at 22 cents a pound, for example, labor earnings for
alternative III would be reduced about 10 percent below earnings
with cotton at 29 cents. This compares with about 25 percent
reduction for alternatives I and II and 45 percent for the present
system. These three systems would be operated with present labor
forces and at a comparatively high level of cotton production.
TABLE :l6.-Estimated Fanzil)' Labor Earnings with Varying Prices for
Cot/on lind 1919 Prices for Livestock and Livestock Products, Present
and Altern!lti(/{~ Systems,. Rejnesentative Medium-sized Upland
Farm, Haywood County, Tennessee
-_.--- -_ ... _-- -----_.- -----_ ..._.. .. ... -_ .. _.... --- -- -- --- - -- -
i . Prlce_of_lint_cotton in cents per pound
I 18 \ 22 \ 1;9'1H I 35 '10
Present
Alternative I
Alternative II
Alternative III
Cotton
produced
Bales
14.5
18
18
9.25
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars
362 696 1,232 1,727 2,137
1,372 1,786 2,452 3,062 3,577
1,555 1,969 2,635 3,245 3,760
2,292 2,520 2,862 3,177 3,437
Farming
~xstems
Conversely, as the price of cotton rises above the 1949 level,
alternative III would be at a relative disadvantage with regard
to labor earnings. Earnings would rise only about 10 and 20
percent if the price of cotton went up to 35 and 40 cents a pound,
respectively. However, earnings for alternatives I and II would
rise about 25 and 45 percent, respectively. For the present system
earnings would rise 40 and 75 percent, respectively, if cotton
prices rose to 35 and 40 cents.
Varying the price of livestock and livestock products
There are many possible combinations of price variations. To
illustrate the effects of varying the prices and livestock products
two levels of prices are assumed: (1) A decline of 10 to 15 percent
and (2) a decline of 25 to 30 percent from the 1949 level. (See
table 37 for assumed prices and estimated effect on labor earnings.)
If prices of all livestock and livestock products declined by
25 to 30 percent, for example, and the price of cotton stayed at the
1949 level, labor earnings for alternatives I and II would decline
from about double the earnings from the present system to only
about 10 to 20 percent above them. Earnings for alternative III,
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beef-hags-cotton, would decline from 2 1/3 times present earnings
to 1 1/3 times them (table 37). If a decline of 10 to 15 percent in
livestock prices occurs, labor earnings for alternatives I and II
would still be about 60 percent larger than earnings for the present
system. For alternative III, they would be 85 percent larger.
As livestock prices may change in their relations to each other,
the effects of such changing price relationships should be observed.
For example, at 1949 prices labor earnings for alternative II,
cotton-beef-hens, would be almost $200 larger than the cotton-
dairy-hog alternative 1. If, however, the price of either beef or
eggs declined approximately 15 percent and other prices remain at
the 1949 level, earnings from these two farming systems would be
about equal (table 371. But, if the price of eggs were to fall 40
percent (to 30 cents a dozen I labor earnings from the cotton-dairy-
hog system would be the more profitable of these two systems by
about $500.
TABLE 'l7.-Estilllllted Family LII{J(n Ellrnings with Vllrying Prices for
Livestock IIlId Livestock Products and 19·19 Prices for Cotlon,
Prcsellt IIlld Altemati,!c Sysl!:ms, Representative Aledium-
si.wrl UJ)lllild FIIUIl, Haywood County, Tennessee
Price assumption
, Alternative systems
!--I- II III
i Cotton- Cotton- Beef-
Present " dairy- beef- hogs-
system I I hog hens cotton
-- --- --------
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars
14.5 18 18 9.25
1,232 2.452 2,635 2,862
Cotton produced in bales
All products sold at 1949 prices"
I. Livestock reduced 10-15 percent:
1. All livestock and livestock
products:\
2. Grade B whole milk, $3.30 cwt.
3. Beef, $17.50 cwt.
4. Hogs, $16.20 cwt.
5. Eggs, $0.36 doz.
II. Livestock reduced 25-30 percent:
1. All livestock and livestock
products" 1,232 1,473 1,:364 1,708
2. Grade B whole milk. $2.90 cwt. 1.232 1,792
3. Beef. $14.60 cwt. 1,232 2,295
4. Hogs, $13.80 cwt. 1.232 2,336 2,550
5. Eggs, $0.30 doz. 1.232 2,418 1,983
I ASSUJ11Cno change in price of livestock under the present syst.crn.
" Cotton. $O.2!J l!'.: grade B milk $3.70 ewt.; hogs SIB.tiO cwt.: beef, 450 lb. calves
$.20.42 c\-vt.; hens $0.24 lb.: eggs $0.42 doz.
:~Tiv:']udt,S certain J11isc('Uaneolls Hvcstock pr~'ducts other t.hcl!.l heef, rnilk and
eggs reportpc] nhuvc. For details see appendix t::".l1lc7.
1,232
1.232
1.232
1,232
1,232
1,953
2,122
1,972 2,278
2,464
2.593
2,409
2,691
2,519
2,845
2,394
2.435
2,522
2,176
2,828
The effects of changing price relationships may be indicated
further by comparing labor earnings from alternatives II and III.
At 1949 prices, alternative III, beef-hag-cotton, would produce al-
most 10 percent more labor earnings than alternative II, cotton-
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beef-hens. But if the price of hogs fell from $18.60 per hundred-
weight to $16.20 per hundredweight, labor earnings for these two
systems would be equalized approximately. But a further decline,
to $13.80 per hundredweight, would drop labor earnings of alter-
native III about $450 below earnings of alternative II.
PRESENT AND ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS ON
MEDIUM-SIZED BOTTOM LAND FARMS
Present System on a Representative Medium-sized
Bottom Land Farm
Topography and soils on this farm are favorable for crop pro-
duction. Except for 2 acres, all land is on A and B slopes which
range up to 5 percent. The Memphis-Loring and Grenada upland
soils are on the more strongly rolling areas of the farm, which in
combination with row-cropping have resulted in heavy soil losses,
particularly on the Memphis-Loring soils (fig. 9). The Falaya bot-
tom land, on which soil from the upland has been deposited, is the
largest soil area. It makes up a little more than 40 percent of
the total area.
Organization and practices
This is a typical cotton type of farm, which is almost identical
in crop and livestock pattern with the representative medium-
sized upland farm. The farmer grows cotton and corn on almost
half the land and, except for a small acreage in lespedeza hay and
miscellaneous crops, the rest is in unimproved pasture and idle
land (table 38l. In the pasture there are about 5 acres of woods.
Except for 3 head of mules, livestock are kept primarily for
home use.
This representative farm is operated by the owner and his
family. The total labor force is equivalent to 2.2 men.27 Work-
stock are used for power. The capital investment of $9,300 is made
up chiefly of real estate.
Crop production practices and yields are similar to those on
other bottom land farms. Cotton and corn, grown on bottom land,
averages 425 pounds of lint and 22.5 bushels per acre, respectively.
(See table 21, page 34, for production practices and rates of pro-
duction.)
:~ No budgets. of tenants' and croppers' share of costs and returns \vere prepared
as 111USt of the fCl.rtns were operated b;\' owners, and" their fanlilles. For an exanlple of
costs ::tnd returns on tenant and cropper Hillts, ~,cc the preceding analysis of the
nlediunl-sized upland fann. .
Costs and returns
This system produces family labor earnings of $2,160, or 60
cents per hour of operator and family labor (table 39). The net
labor earnings on this medium-sized bottom land farm as operated
43
A
-+
A. Soil Resources
l
l
I
Scale: 1 inch 660 feet
Symbols
30 Memphis-LorIng soil
40 Grenada
43 Falaya soil
A Under 2% scope
B 2-5 '70 scope
C 5-8% scope+ Soil deposit
2 Moderate sheet erosion
3 Moderately severe sheet
erosion
(7) Occasional gully
• Buildings
J\../\- Soil group boundary
_'X_)( Fence
-0-0 Unfenced field boundary
.Field Use Acres
1 Hog pasture 4.02 Garden 1.0
3 Pasture (includes 5.5
acres of woodland) 29.54 Lespedeza hay 16.05 Corn 17.06 Cotton 13.07 Homestead 1.5
Total 82.0
Item
Item
I
Cotton-
dairy-
hogs
Acres
III
Hogs-
beef-
cotton
Acres
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at present are no larger than the operator's labor earnings on the
same sized upland farm, assuming that both farms are operated
solely by owner families.
Alternative Systems on a Representative
Medium-sized Bottom Land Farm
In two of the three alternative systems presented in this section,
the present labor force would be retained (2.2 man equivalents).
In the other alternative, it is assumed that the labor force would
be reduced by about a third. Tractor power would be substituted
in all alternatives for workstock in the present system.
TABLE ~H:3.-Pi'I'.\el/l !l1l1l Altei'l/llIlil(, FlllI/lil/i,!, Syslems, Relirl'Sl'lllative
jlIediwl/-.Ii:ed DIJI/IJ/Il LIl1ld FIli'm, flll)'lUlJlJd CIJ1lllly, Tellill'ssee
Alternative systems
II
Cotton-
beef-hogs-
poultry
Acres
Present
system
Acres
LAND& CROPS
Cotton 19.4 13.0 13.0 5.0
Corn 15.6 18.5 17.0 22.0
Lespedeza hay 3.0 14.5 16.0 10.0
Other hay 1.5
Oats for grain (8.0 )
Button clover (14.5) (10.0)
Other crops 2.0
Garden 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Total 42.5 61.5 55.0 48.0
Double cropped 14.5 8.0 10.0
Used for crops 42.5 47.0 47.0 38.0
Idle cropland 12.0
Unimproved pasture 19.0
Improved pasture 28.0 28.0 37.0
Woodland 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5
Other land 3.0 1.5 1.5 1.5
Total land 82.0 82.0 82.0 82.0
Number Number Number Number
LIVESTOCK
Dairy cows 2 13
Beef cows 13 15
Brood sows 1 5 4 7
Hogs raised 5 68 52 98
Hens 40 40 370 40
LABOR POWER
Man -eq ui valen ts 1 2.2 2.2 2.2 1.4
operator 2.2 2.2 2.2 1.4
cropper
Power Workstock Tractor Tractor Tractor
(3 head)
, Exchisive()f seasonal wage la-j)-()r.
--_ .... - -~~. __ .__ ._ ..._---
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Alternative I. Cotton-Dairy-Hogs
Organization and practices
Compared with a similar system on the representative medium-
sized upland farm, this system emphasizes hogs more and grade B
dairying hogs less because of the larger acreage of bottom land
'TABLE ;19.-Fillllllcilll S/I1I/I/IIIJ)' of J>l'csI'nl and Alternalivc Systems,
Rejncscllllltl<JI' Jll'llilil/l-sized nollom Land Farms,
Hllywood COli lit)', FCnJlI:Isec (1!H9 Price Leoel)
Alternative systems
II
Cotton-
beef-
poultry-
hogs
Dollars
Item
Present
system
Dollars Dollars Dollars
I
Cotton-
dairy-
hogs
III
Hogs-
beef-
cotton
COSTS & RETURNS
Cash receipts
Crops 2,815 2,793 2,793 1,177
Livestock 75 3,326 3,792 5,375
Livestock prod ucts 65 2,45f:i 2,280 118
Miscellaneous 105 95
Total 2,955 8,575 8,970 6,765
Family living
from the farm 560 000 000 450
Total income 3,515 9,175 9,570 7,215
Cash expenses and
deprecia tion
Crops 313 852 1,000 782
Livestock 110 1,287 1,400 732
Other cash costs 249 1,050 1,041 596
Depreciation 212 610 079 660
Total expenses 890 3,805 4.120 2,770
Family farm earnings 2,625 5,370 5,450 4,445
Interest on
investment 465 830 870 865
Family labor and man-
agement earnings 2,160 4,540 4,580 3,580
Hours of family labor 3,650 4,250 4,030 3,120
Earnings per hour
of labor
and management 0.59 1.07 1.14 1.15
CAPIT AL INVESTMENTS
Real estate 7,785 8,495 9,255 8,610
Machinery and
equipment 380 2.705 2,335 2,405
Livestock 745 4,030 4,340 4,705
Feed and supplies 400 1,420 1,455 1,570
Total 9,310 16,650 17,385 ___ 17,29_0 __ ...... --,--------_. -- --~- -
I\
\~
available for corn. With yields of 75 bushels per acre and hogs
at $18.60 per 100 pounds, corn on this land is more profitable than
forage crops for dairy cows. Enough upland is available to produce
forage for a 13-cow dairy herd if idle land is used and improved
production practices are adopted. Most of the bottom land would
be planted in corn and cotton-19 acres and 13 acres, respectively
(table 38l. This represents a decrease of 6 acres in cotton; but,
with an average yield of 625 pounds of lint per acre, total produc-
tion would increase. Furthermore, at 1949 prices, corn grown on
bottom land and fed to hogs produces almost as much net return
per acre as cotton grown on bottom land.~R
Costs and returns
At 1949 prices, this cotton-dairy-hog system would produce net
labor earnings amounting to $4,540. This is the net return to 2.2
man-equivalents of operator and family labor (table 39). This
amounts to about twice the present labor earnings on this farm
and a fourth more than on the medium-sized upland farm under
the alternative cotton-dairy system.
Alternative II. Cotton-Reef-Hogs-Poultry
In this system the number of acres of the major crops would be
about the same as in the preceding system; but a 13-cow beef herd
would be substituted for the dairy herd, and a 400-hen flock would
be added. Hogs would be reduced 20 percent (table 38).
The present labor force (2.2 man equivalents) would be re-
tained, but a medium-sized tractor would be substituted for 3
head of works tack in the present system.
This alternative would produce $4,580 in labor earnings for the
operator and family labor force of 2.2 man-equivalents. The net
Item
lO.-Cllsh Cos!s or !':.'!(/[J!isl,;I/[.!, AUell/ll!;il;e Fllnning Systems,
Rejncsel/!Il!;ili' "1('([;I/III-s;:e([ Boll()/)/ Llllld Farm,
Hllywood COI/Il!)'. Tel/l/es.W:i' (l~)lf) 1')";0: Leilel)
- --------_._--------------
_ .._-
1 II
Cotton- Cotton-
dairy- beef-hogs-
hogs poultry
Dollars Dollars
250 1,900
235 210
925 925
4,220 3,570
1,950 2,840
III
Hogs-
beef-
cotton
Dollars
200
255
1,220
3,855
3,075
__ T_o_ta_l____ 7,~_8Q 9,!i5 __ 8,605.-------
Buildings
Fences
Pasture improvement
Machinery & equipment
Livestock
;;~ Estul1ated advantage of cotton over corn under these assumptions is about
$12.50 per acre. Cern and hogs hRVf> an advantage over cotton in the l110re uniform
distribution of labor.
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earnings per hour of labor required to produce the crops and live-
stock would average $1.14. These total earnings are a few dollars
higher than those that would be obtained from the cotton-dairy-
hog alternative.
The system with poultry would require almost $2,000 more cash
outlay to establish than the cotton-dairy-hog system (table 40).
The cost of building brooder and laying houses would be the chief
extra costs.
Alternative III. Hog-Beef-Cotton System
(with reduced labor supply)
It is assumed that in this system the labor force would be re-
duced from 2.2 man-equivalents to 1.4. The farmer would use a
medium-sized tractor for power. The labor force would grow only
5 acres of cotton. The rest of the land would produce corn, hay,
and pasture for a 15-cow beef herd and hogs from 7 sows (table 38).
This system would produce about $3,600 net labor earnings. Al-
though the total amount would be $1,000 less than the alternative
systems with larger labor force 12.2 man equivalents), the average
labor earnings per man are about a fourth more - $2,560 and
$2,080, respectively. In comparison, the present system produces
almost $1,000 in net labor earnings per man (table 39).
The alternative hog-beef-cotton system requires about as much
total capital ($17,3001 as the alternatives with the larger labor
forces. But, the average investment per man ($12,000) would be
50 percent more than would be required for the latter systems.
PRESENT AND ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS ON
LARGE UPLAND FARMS
Farms that range in size from 100 to 370 acres make up about
25 percent of the farms in the area. The modal group of these
farms range from 125 to 175 acres.
Approximately half of the large farms were upland farms; a
fifth were bottom land farms; the rest were mixed and other
classes of farms.~!I. The modal size in large upland farms was 150
to 157 acres. As with all upland farms, about 60 percent of the
large upland farms were operated by owners and 40 percent by
share tenants. Both owner-operator and share tenants depend
chiefly on croppers for their non family labor supply.
Present System on a Representative Farm
This representative farm contains 156 acres, all of which is
cleared except for a few acres in brush along the drainage areas.
The upland soils are Grenada (85 acres I and the Memphis-Loring
series (39 acresl. The bottom land (32 acres) is Falaya. Compared
with the average large upland farm, the representative farm has
more Grenada, and less Memphis and Loring soil. The topography
of this farm lend itself to mechanized crop production Ifig. 10).
Because of the sll1all satllple and the wide variability in acrcn~e and soil
resources on large bottoln land f<)rIns and other {'i3'~...,esof lrlrge farrns, a representative
farnl could not be selected fronl any group except large upland fanDs. The techniques
used in developing other case farnls v.,rould apply to these farnls.
J\. ~{):l rk:;()lIrces
Figure lO.-Present Soil Resources and Alternative Farm Layout,
Representative Large Upland Farm, Haywood County, Tennessee
B Farm L~Y()lJt, Alternative I
Symbols
~
.::H-
:W
41J
4:3
•.\
B
C
+
2
:1
Soil group boundary
Drainage
:\lcmpllis-Loring soil
Grcnada soil
F'<.daya soIl
L'JlcJer 2 scope
2-5 '/0 scope
5-i} '/;, scope
Dc-pus! ted III a ler ial
.:\ludl'r<J!l' sheet erosion
.:\ludvj'<Jtel.y s(;\"l'J'c sheet erosion
• Buildings
-i\._t_ Fidd boundar)', fenced
_O_o_Fil·ld buundary', unfenced
Field rse Acres
L\ PcrnJaJll'lll pasture 24.0
1B Pcrm~l1icnt pasture 24.5
] C Pcrm;/Iwnt pasture 16.0
I D Perln<lllcllt pasture :J.O
2 Coni 20.0
W~js1c land 35
:~··7 Cotton. soybean hay.
lcspccil'za 54.0
(Button clover cover crop)
Scricc(J l{'spcdeza 4.0
IIomcs1('dd 7.0
Total 156.0
Scale I· (;(;U·
®
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Organization and practices
Approximately 60 percent of the land is in cotton, corn, and
lespedeza. The rest consists of 13.5 acres idle, 19.5 acres in unim-
proved pasture, and 31 acres in brush, roads, and homestead
(table 41).
About 5 acres of corn are grown on bottom land; all other crops
are produced on upland. Cotton averages three-fourths of a bale
per acre, and the yield of corn averages 25 bushels per acre. Eight
TABLE j 1.-1'rese lit !llId A llernat iue Fallfling Systems, Representative
Lar,!.!,!: UjJlalld FaUll, Ha)'ll'()()(l County, Tennessee
_AJter!111t~v~ sy~te~_
It~I II III
Cotton- Cotton- Beef-hogs-
Present dairy- beef-hogs- poultry- COST
Item system hogs poultry cotton Casl
-------- C,Acres Acres Acres Acres LiLAND & CROPS
LiCotton cropper 27.0 15.0 15.0 6.0 0operator 5.0
Corn cropper 18.1
operator 20.0 20.0 20.0 FamLespedeza hay 13.0 24.0 39.0 27.0 frSoybean hay 15.0
Sericea hay 4.0 4.0 4.0
Oats for grain (15.0) (6.0)
Button clover or vetch (54.0 c) (15.0v) (6.0 v) Casl
Lespedeza for seed 13.0 dE
Lespedeza not harvested 13.0 CJ
Garden 2.9 1.5 1.5 1.5 Li
Cl
Total 92.0 133.5 109.5 70.5 0
Double cropped 54.0 30.0 12.0 D
Used for crops 92.0 79.5 79.5 58.5
Idle cropland 13.5 FamUnimproved pasture 19.5 InteImproved pasture 67.5 67.5 88.5 FamOther land, inc. brush 31.0 9.0 9.0 9.0 m
Total land 156.0 156.0 156.0 156.0 HouEarl
Number Number Number Number aT
LIVESTOCK CAPI1
Dairy cows 5 36 Rea]
Beef cows 35 43 Mac
Brood sows 1 4 5 5 LiVE
Hogs raised 6 51 66 66 Feec
Hens 40 60 550 370
LABOR-POWER
Man equivalents 3.5 3.5 3.5' 2.0 'c
Operator 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 ' C
Cropper 2.5 2.5 2.5 1.0 ., C
Power Workstock Tractor Tractor Tractor $
- -_ .._. -------- 'C
1 Exclusive of 25 days of seasonal wage labor. $
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acres of the corn grown on upland soils are fertilized at the rate
of 100 pounds of nitrate of soda per acre. The other corn is not
fertilized. An application of 200 pounds of 6-12-12 fertilizer is
used on cotton at the time of planting.
Hay is harvested from 13 acres of lespedeza and produces about
one ton per acre. An equal acreage is harvested for seed; it av-
Present
system
Dollars
I
Cotton-
dairy-
hog's
Dollars
II
Cotton-
beef-hogs-
poultry
Dollars
III
Beef-hogs-
poultry-
cotton
Dollars
'I AIILEl2.- FillIlIlCill! Sill/III/III)' ()f Presenl alld Allerllati'ue S)'slems,
!«'/)}I-.I('n(lIli,J(' LIII,!.!,I' I 'jl!(/}/(! Fllrlll. HII)'l1'()()(/ C()I/Ill)'.
'1'1'11111'.1.11'(' (I~) 19 j)uu: Level)
Croppers' net receipts: Cotton $1,650. and value home products $280.
Croppers' net receipt.s: Cotton '1:1,115, milk $1,42D. value home use products $330.
Croppers' net receipts: Cotton $1.115. wages 1,42!l, and value home usc products
$330.
Croppers' net receipts: CaUoa ~426, wages $1,000, and value home use products
$115.
Item
COST & RETURNS
Cash receipts
Corn
Livestock
Livestock products
Other
Total
Family living
from the farm
Total income
Cash expenses and
depreciation
Crops
Livestock
Cropper labor
Other cash costs
Depreciation
Total expenses
Family farm earnings
Interest on investment
Familv labor and
mal~agement earnings
Hours of family labor
Earnings per hour of labor
and management
CAPITAL INVESTMENTS
Real estate
Machinery & equipment
Livestock
Feed and supplies
Total
4,723 2,578 2,818 1,031
190 3,469 6,411 6,805
93 6,397 3,560 2.255
24
5,006 12,444 12,813 10,091
440 473 473 473
5,446 12,917 13,286 10,564
521 1.161 1.417 1,274
120 2,451 2,738 1,636
1,9301 2,874~ 2,874:; 1,5411
558 1,269 1,099 946
247 933 944 933
3,376 8,688 D,072 6,330
2,070 4,229 4,214 4,234
859 1,563 1.632 1,653
1,211 2,666 2,582 2,581
2,070 2.400 2,580 2,490
0.58 1.11 1.00 1.04
15,215 17,505 18,975 18,600
470 2,890 2,575 2,575
1.045 8,820 8,895 10,005
455 2,050 2,200 1,880
17.185 31.265 32,645 33,060
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erages 420 pounds per acre. Another 13-acre field of lespedeza was
not harvested. No fertilizer was applied to the lespedeza.
Livestock consist of 4 head of workstock, 5 dairy cows, 1 brood
sow, 6 hogs fed out for home use or market and 40 hens (table 41).
Total capital resources, valued at $17,185, consist mainly of
land and buildings. Investments in livestock and machinery make
up less than 10 percent of this total.
The labor force is made up of the owner-operator and two
cropper families. The total labor supply is equivalent to 3.5 able-
bodied men, or 1.0 man equivalent of operator labor plus 2.5 man-
equivalents in the cropper families. The farm operator has 5 acres
of cotton and the lespedeza crop. Each cropper family grows ap-
proximately 15 acres of cotton and 9 acres of corn on shares.
Costs and returns
(1) Owner operated-with the farm operated by the owner and
two croppers, labor earnings amount to $3,140. However, these
earnings must be divided three ways. The operator and his family
get $1,210. Each of the two croppers gets about $965 (table 42). In
terms of labor earnings per hour, the operator receives 58 cents
and the croppers 50 cents.
(2) Tenant operated-the labor force of the average tenant
family consists of 2.0 man-equivalents of labor, and that of the
cropper family 1.5. The landlord rents the entire farm to the
tenants for a third of the cotton crop. The tenant has 20 acres of
cotton and 10 acres of corn. He subrents 12 acres of cotton and 8
acres of corn to a sharecropper. Under this system, the cropper
family receives about $925 for its labor; the tenant family gets
$1,985, or $993 per man (table 44). In addition, the tenant receives
5 percent interest on a $1,970 investment in livestock, machinery,
and supplies. The landlord's returns on a $15,215 investment in
real estate amounts to $905.
Alternative Systems on a Representative Large Upland Farm
Three alternative systems of farming are proposed for the large
upland farm. In the first two it is assumed that the labor force
on the farm would remain at 3.5 man-equivalents. If the owner
operates the farm, his labor supply would consist of one man-
equivalent plus two cropper families with 1.25 man-equivalents
each. If the farm is operated by a tenant, his labor supply would
consist of 2 man-equivalents plus a cropper family with 1.5 man-
equivalents. Under the third alternative, it is assumed that farms
operated by either owners or tenants as shown above would lose
approximately a third of their total labor supply. That is, one
cropper family would leave the farm in the long run. Tractor
power would be substituted for workstock and better production
practices would be followed under the proposed than under the
present system.
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With the present regular labor force two levels of cotton acre-
age are assumed for both alternatives I and II as follows: (1) ap-
proximately a 50-percent reduction to 15 acres, and (2) a 20-percent
reduction to 25 acres. The latter represents approximately the
acreage allotment in 1955.
Alternative I. Cotton-Dairy-Hogs
Organization and practiccs-15 acres of cotton
In this alternative the acreage of cotton would be reduced from
32 to 15. The acreage of corn would remain about as at present.
However, production would about triple because of adoption of
better production practices and use of bottom land. In order to
control erosion and run-off, a 4,300-foot sodway would be estab-
lished along the two main drainage areas (fig. 101. Forage for a
36-cow grade B dairy herd would be provided mainly by 67 acres
of improved ladino clover-grass pasture and 43 acres of hay Itable
41.1 Supplementary winter grazing would be provided from 54
acres of button clover seeded in a 4-year cotton, soybean hay, and
lespedeza hay rotation. In addition to the dairy herd, 4 brood sows
would be kept and about 50 hogs would be fed out for market.
The direct cash costs for establishing this system would amount
to $15,455 Itable 431. About two-thirds of this cash outlay would go
for livestock 1$5,900) and replacement of workstock with tractor
power 1$5,000).
[
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Costs and returns
(l) Owner operated-it is assumed that each of the two cropper
families would have 7.5 acres of cotton and would receive an eighth
of the proceeds from the sale of milk Iless the cost of hauling), or
its equivalent, for milking, feeding, and doing other chores with
the 36 dairy cows. IIncome from work on the dairy herd on a share
basis is equivalent to the income based on a wage basis.) Other
field crops and hogs would be produced by the owner-operator.
From this alternative system each cropper would receive a labor
return of $1,437, about $400 more than present earnings. The
owner-operator would receive $2,666 in family labor earnings,
approximately twice the earnings of the present system. This
amounts to $1.11 return per hour of labor Itable 42).
121Tenant operated-it is assumed that under a share-tenant
system the crop and livestock organization on this farm would
remain the same as under the owner-operator.;;11 The tenant family
with a labor force of 2.0 man-equivalents would grow all the crops,
except 10 acres of cotton, which would be subrented to a share-
cropper family. In addition, the sharecropper would work part
time for the tenant on a wage basis.
With the tenant providing half of the investment in livestock
:<, For the landlord tenure leasing arrangClnents. see appendix table 6.
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TABLE 43.-Ca.lh Costs Of EstalJlishing Alternatii'{' Farming Systems on
Representati1!1: Large UjJland Farm, Haywood County, Tennessee
(1919 Frice Level)
-~-------_ .. - - -_.-----------------~---l=~--~--- = 1\.l!er~ative~ystems _=----
I II III
I Cotton-dairy-hogs Cotton-beef- Beef-hogs-
1------ ~_p()lllt_ry ~!l()~~_ J~oultry -cotto~
I Tenant Landlord Total farm Tenant Landlord
- Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars--
455 2,100 2,100
1,900 2,000 2,000
Item
Buildings
Fences
Pasture
improvement
Machinery and
equipment
Livestock
2,9052,200
405
2.953
7,913
2,200
4,044
7,156
17,500
4,044
4,118
8.162
4,590
2,952
7,542
4,118
11,123Total
TABLE 1'1.-Com/Jilratl<'e Costs awl Rl'llllns and Inucstment of Tenant
lind Landlord. Hepre.\Cll1llliile LIlI,!.!,!'U/Jland Farm,
Hilywood Coun t)', Tenne.\see (1919 Flice Level)
Item
- - ----------------------- ..._._---------------
1
_____ AIlternative systems
1110----
I Cotton-dairv- Beef-hogs-
Present system I hogs', poultry-cotton
-Tenant LandlordlTenantL'IIiillordi Tenant Landlord
Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars Dollars
3,933 1,537 7,297 5,667 5,737 4,874
1,850~ 631 4,125'; 2.833 2.0501 2,740
Total incomel
Total expenses
Family farm earnings 2,083 906 3.172 2.834 3.687 2,134
Interest on
investment 98 761 407 1,156 426 1,227
Family labor and man-
agement earnings 1,985 145 2,76:'> 1,678 3,261 907
Hrs. of family labor 4.260 xx 5,Hj() xx 4.980 xx
Earnings per hour of
labor & management 0.47 xx 0.54 xx 0.65 xx
Capital investments:
Real estate 15,215 17,505 18,605
Livestock 1,045 4,455 4.365 5.000 5,000
Feed & supplies 455 1.025 1,025 f"l40 940
Equipment 470 2,675 215 2.575
Total 1,970 15,215 8,155 23,110 8,515 24,545
1 SUln of tenant's and landlord's inconle and of expenses \vill not equal those of
Dwner-opcrator's (t:=lblc 42) because of the tenants large v:1lue of falnily livins' and his
snlaller cost of cropper labor that results frOln the larger fallliIy labor force (2 man-
equivalents for tenant and 1 for owner-operator) >
Cropper's net receipts: Cotton $723 and cash value of home-used products, $200.
:; Cropper's net reecipts: Cotton $743, wages and value of home-used prducts, $200.
, Cropper labor eliminated, reducing lahar force to 2 man-equivalents.
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and the cost of shifting from workstock to tractor power, he would
need about $7,540 in additional capital. This is less than $500
below the additional capital that would be needed by the land-
lord (table 43).
The labor earnings of the tenant and his family would be about
$2,765, after deducting from gross income cash expenses, deprecia-
tion, and 5 percent interest on an average investment of approxi-
mately $8,150. This compares with the tenant's present income of
about $1,985 (table 44), For this extra income the tenant and his
family would work almost 90 days. Thus, the average return per
hour of labor would not differ significantly from present hourly
earnings.
The landlord would fare better than the tenant. His net return
above interest charged at 5 percent would increase by about $1,300.
Alternative IA-25 acres of cotton
It is assumed that in this organization 10 acres of cotton would
be substituted for the operator's 10 acres of bottom land corn in
the preceding alternative, making a total of 25 acres of cotton.
With this reduction in acreage of corn, the number of hogs would
be reduced to only enough for home use. Three acres of land in
hog pasture would be released for hay and pasture to feed another
cow.
At 1949 prices, this adjustment to 25 acres of cotton would in-
crease family labor earnings about $250. Costs of making the
various adjustments include net returns to labor that would have
been earned from the hogs replaced because of the increase in
acreage of cotton, as well as the direct costs of producing the
additional acreage of cotton. These direct cost items include about
600 hours seasonal wage labor to handle the extra cotton chopping
and picking. The overall investment would be decreased almost
$400, resulting chiefly from the reduction in the hog inventory.
Changes in relative prices would change the comparative earn-
ings of the two systems. For each I-cent change in the price per
pound of lint cotton, labor earnings for alternative IA with 25 acres
of cotton would decline about ~;6.2; and for each change of $1.00
per hundredweight of hogs, labor earnings would fall about $103.
Thus, the income advantage of the 10 additional acres of cotton
versus corn and hogs, for example, would disappear if the price of
lint cotton declined from the 1949 price of 29 cents to 25 cents,
or if the price of hogs advanced from $18.60 per hundredweight
to $21.00. This assumes that with the change in price of one
product the price of all other products would not change.
Alternative n. Cotton-Beef-Hogs-Poultr:v
OrgCl',ization and practices
The cropping program for this alternative would be the same
as that for the cotton-dairy-hog alternative. except that lespedeza
would replace 15 acres of soybeans for hay and an equal acreage of
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lespedeza would be double cropped with oats for grain. Button
clover would be dropped from the cropping system.
Livestock would consist of 35 beef cows, 5 brood sows, 66 hogs,
and a 550-hen flock.
Costs and returns
(1) Owner operated-it is assumed that each cropper family
would have 7.5 acres of cotton, and that, in addition, it would
receive approximately $715 in wages for work on the owner's crops
and livestock. The croppers' earnings, which would include the
value of products furnished by the operator for use in the home,
would total $1,437 per cropper.
Labor earnings for the operator and family would amount to
almost $2,600, which is about equal to the labor earnings that
would be obtained under the cotton-dairy-hog system. This com-
pares with present labor earnings of about $1,200 (table 421.
The operator would work 40 more days than at present, but the
average hourly labor earnings would rise from 58 cents to $1.00.
This alternative would require an additional cash outlay of $17,500.
Most of this amount would be used to buy machinery, and to es-
tablish the beef and poultry enterprises (table 43).
(2) Tenant operated - tenure arrangements between landlord
and tenant and between tenant and sharecropper can be worked
out similar to those shown under the cotton-dairy-hog system
previously presented. Labor returns and investments would be at
approximately the same level.
Alternative II A, with 25 acres of Cotton
Increasing the acreage of cotton for alternatives II to 25 acres
would increase labor earnings about $185 with 1949 prices. The
extra 10 acres of cotton would replace 10 acres of bottom land
corn. As the corn from this acreage would feed about 47 225-pound
hogs, one cost of growing the additional cotton would be the labor
earnings from hogs. However, the reduction in number of hogs
would release about 3 acres of pasture. In alternative IIA, this
would be used to produce feed for a beef cow and calf.
To make these adjustments would take 630 hours of labor,
mainly for chopping and picking cotton. But the average capital
investment would be about $400 less, chiefly because of the re-
duction in the hog inventory.
If the price of lint cotton declined from the 1949 level of 29
cents to 26 cents, for example, net income of alternative II with
15 acres of cotton and alternative IIA with 25 acres of cotton would
be equalized. Net incomes also would be equalized if the price
of hogs increased $1.80 per hundredweight, or from $18.60 to
$20.40, while the price of cotton remained at 29 cents.
Other comparative net incomes from these two systems may be
computed approximately by changing net incomes $62 for every
change of 1 cent per pound of lint cotton and $103 for every change
of $1.00 per hundredweight of hogs.
Costs
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Alternative III. Beef-Hog-Poultry-Cotton
(with reduced labor supply)
Organization and practices
With about a one-third reduction in the total labor supply, farm
organization would need to be shifted toward more extensive crop
or livestock enterprises, or both.;;! Cotton would be reduced to
6 acres; pasture would be increased to 88.5 acres. Approximately
33 acres in fields 3 through 7 would be strip cropped with 6 acres
of cotton followed by oats; 6 acres each of first, second, third, and
fourth year lespedeza; and 3 acres of fifth year lespedeza. All the
land in fifth year lespedeza, plus 3 acres of fourth year lespedeza,
would be seeded in vetch before the return to cotton. Other land
in fields 3 through 7 would be included in the pasture. Livestock
would consist of 43 beef cows, 5 brood sows, 66 hogs and a 400-
hen flock.
Costs and returns
(11 Owner operated~it is assumed that a sharecropper would
grow the 6 acres of cotton and that his income from a share of the
cotton would be supplemented by wages paid for work performed
for the operator ($1,000) and family perquisites ($115). Total crop-
per labor returns would amount to about $1,540, or approximately
$490 more per man than would be obtained under the other al-
ternative systems.
Family labor earnings for the operator would total $2,580, or
an average of $1.04 per hour. In both total and average hourly
earnings, this alternative does not differ significantly from the
preceding alternatives, but it is almost double the present system.
Although this alternative would require about 20 percent less
work than the present system, the average capital investment
needed would be about doubled (table 42l. Approximately $19,000
in new capital would be required (table 43l.
(21 Tenant operated ~ it is assumed that the tenant family
(about 2 man-equivalents) would carryon the farming operation
and that the tenants' sharecropper shown under the alternative
cotton-dairy-hog system would leave the farm. Income, expenses,
and investments would be shared by landlord and tenant, as in-
dicated for other tenant-operated systems (appendix table 6,
page 91 I.
The tenant family that operated alternative system III under
these conditions would produce $496 more labor earnings than
would be earned by operating the alternative cotton-dairy system 1.
Earnings would be about $900 more than is earned with the pres-
ent cotton system (table 44).
The landlord also would gain from this alternative beef-hog-
::1 The labor force \vould consist of: Operator, 1 nlan-equivalent and share-cropper.
1.0 nlan-equivalent.
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poultry-cotton system III compared with the present cotton system.
After allowing 5 percent interest on a $9,000 larger investment, he
would have about $750 more return above this interest allowance
than is obtained from the present system. Compared with the
alternative cotton-dairy-hog system, however, alternative IIIwould
return about $770 less to the landlord after he allows 5 percent
interest on the investment (table 44). Thus, it would be to the
landlord's interest to keep the present labor force (3.5 man-equiva-
lents), which would grow a relatively large acreage of cotton com-
bined with livestock enterprises. It would also be to his interest
to encourage the operator to adopt efficient production practices to
go along with the more balanced crop and livestock organization.
SIZE OF FARMS, INCOMES, AND RELATED FACTORS
In previous sections present and alternative systems of farming
on representative small, medium-sized, and large farms were ana-
lyzed. In this analysis, it was assumed that the levels of manage-
ment, production practices, and rates of production in the alter-
native systems would be the same for all farms. Except for certain
alternatives on the small farm for which the present labor supply
is assumed, tractor power and milking machines on dairy systems
would be used on all alternative farming systems. The present
labor forces would remain on these farms for alternative systems
I and II; but for alternative III in each size group, the labor force
would be reduced approximately a third.
In this section the farms in each size group are compared as to
net returns and related items. Net returns are measured in terms
of labor income, or what the operator and his family have left of
cash receipts after paying all cash expenses and charging off de-
preciiation and 5 percent interest on average investment.
Effect of Size with Present Labor Force
Under the present systems the net returns (labor income) to all
labor per man-equivalent on the representative farms increase
slightly with increased size of farms (measured in acres of cleared
land). This relationship also hold true for returns to operator and
family labor, but the difference between the representative small
and medium-sized farms is very slight (table 45). The operator of
the medium-sized farm receives less labor income than the cropper
($827 compared with $900), However, the operator also receives
interest on his equity in the capital investment and possibly a
larger value of food and housing used by the operator's family.
The small differences between farm size groups in labor returns
result partly from similarities in number of acres in cotton and
in total acreage in crops and pasture per man-equivalent in the
labor force. The acreage of cotton ranges from 8.8 acres per man
on the medium-sized farm to 9.6 acres on the small farm, and the
acreage of crops and pasture acreage ranges from an average of 28
acres on the small farm to 32 acres on the large farm.
T \l\u:13.-Hclalion oj Size oj Farm to LalJ())" Income I/lid Hell/ted /11'111.1. J1rcsent I/nd ,·iltemati,'e Systems
oj Farming Oil ()ll'nl'r OJ}('}"aled [fjllalld Farms witll j'resellt La/){)r FIJ)"ce, Haywood COllllty, Tennessee
(1919 Prill' /,1'<'1'1)
Size and system
of farming
Present:
Cotton:
Small farm
Medium farm
Large farm
Alternatives:
Cotton-dairy-hogs,
(Alterna ti ve 1):
Small farm
Medium farm
Large farm
Cotton-beef-hogs
and/or poultry,
(Alternative II):
Small farm
Medium farm
Large farm
lO-hour days Land used Labor income
worked per man- Average per man- per man- Labor income
Labor available equivalent investment equivalent equivalent I per hour •....•
---- '--'------Per~man-=-- Crop-s------------~--·-·-·· Z
All Operator- All equivalent and Operator- All Operator- All g
labor2 __ !alllily labor (all labor) pasture C~!t_o_n_ .!~~~IL_I<t~o.~:l~!<lrnilY __Jll~~~ __ ~
(fJ......
Z
(:l
>-,1
::0
M
>"%j
:J:>
~
~
Z
("}
o
~
M
Operator-
family
Man-equivalents Number Number Dollar
1.3
1.4
1.0
1.3
1.4
1.0
1.3
1.4
1.0
1.3
2.2
3.5
1.3
2.2
3.5
1.3
2.2
3.5
190
152
207
252
225
240
250
194
258
190
172
170
252
217
225
250
197
182
4,460
4,370
4,910
6,565
7,405
8,930
7,150
8,070
9,325
Acres Acres
28
31
32
38
35
42
38
35
42
Dollar
9.6
8.8
9.1
582
591
771
Dollar Dollar
582
785
771
1,490
1,480
1,448
1,625
1,565
1,424
] Lah"r hcome in contrast to labor earnings used in preceding tables excludes value of family living from the farm.
, All labor refers to combined labor forces of operators, croppers and their families .
., Averac;e cash returns per man-equivalent of combined operator and cropper labor.
4 With about 3 months additional labor, the acreage of cotton per man would be increased to 7.1 acres.
7.3
6.8
4.34
1,490
1,419
2,193
0.31
.39
.37
.59
.63
,91
.65
.80
.82
Dollar
0.31
.460.45
.59
.68
.65
.65
.79
.78
I
I~
1<:.0
---------------------------"
7.3
6.8
4.34
1,625
1,550
2,109
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As to alternative systems I and II, labor incomes for both the
farm operators and for the total labor force would be significantly
higher than is obtained from the present system. On the basis of
labor income per man-equivalent, operators on the representative
large farm would receive the highest returns from both alternatives
I and II. But when the returns to all labor are considered, the large
farms rank lowest of the three size groups, particularly for alter-
native II, the cotton-beef-hog-poultry system. This stems chiefly
from the assumed reduction in the acreage of cotton per man on
the large farm from 9.1 acres in the present system to 4.3 acres
in the alternative systems. With croppers growing all the cotton,
the operator shares in the cotton crop. He also gets the net returns
from the livestock enterprises that would be developed in the
alternative systems.
With the present labor force continued for the alternative sys-
tems, labor would not be fully utilized, especially on the represent-
ative large farm where beef, hogs, and poultry are combined with
a relatively small acreage of cotton (alternative Il. The number of
days' work required per man would increase above the present
system for the operator, but the labor requirement per man for the
total labor force would not increase for this alternative system.
The croppers would be underemployed, even though they helped
with the general farm work as well as grew all the cotton. Labor
use also would be relatively low on the medium-sized farm for both
alternatives I and II. The reduction in acreage of cotton would
not be as large as on the large farm, but the crop and pasture acre-
age per man would be almost 20 percent lower on the medium-
sized farm. The number of days work per man on the represent-
ative small farm would be kept relatively high, partly by the use
of workstock for power and partly by the relatively large acreage
of cotton per man.
Average investment per man-equivalent in alternatives I and
II would increase as the size of the representative farms increased.
Investment on the small farm would be kept low relative to the
larger farms, partly because workstock would be retained for
power whereas the larger farms would shift to tractor power.
Furthermore, the increased emphasis on livestock as size of farms
increased would add to the investment in livestock and livestock
housing and equipment.
So far as investment in machinery is concerned the medium-
sized farm would be at a disadvantage relative to the large farm
by having a higher investment per man. Both farms would have
about the same total investment in machinery. Consequently, the
overhead costs of machinery on the medium-sized farm would be
relatively high per hour of use.
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Effects of Size with Reduced Labor Force:l:!
With the downward trend in farm population and farm labor
supply in recent decades, further declines may occur. To indicate
the probable effects of such declines on farm organization and on
costs and returns on farms of varying sizes, it is assumed that the
labor supply on each of the representative farms would be reduced
thus. On small farms it would drop from 1.3 man-equivalents to
0.85; on medium-sized farms from 2.2 man-equivalents to 1.4; and
on large farms from 3.5 to 2.0 man-equivalents. On the small farm,
the family labor force would be reduced--possibly through part-
time, nonfarm employment. Only the large farm would have
cropper labor.
With these reductions in the labor supply, cotton would occupy
a less important place on each of the representative farms than in
the alternative systems with the present labor forces. The rep-
resentative large farm would have the smallest acreage of cotton
relative to the amount of labor, or an average of 3 acres per man,
which compares with slightly less than 6 acres per man on the
small and medium-siized farms 1table 46 I.
Land diverted from cotton would be used to grow corn, hay,
and pasture for livestock, as would all other cropland. The large
farm would have 73 acres per man available for crops and pasture
compared with about 56 acres per man on the small and medium-
sized farms.
With this relatively high land-man ratio on the large farm, the
livestock organization would consist of a comparatively large beef
cattle enterprise 122 cows per man i together with hogs and poultry.
This system would require an average investment of about $16,500,
the largest of any of the alternative farming systems in this study.
Despite the drastic reduction in acreage of cotton, the labor in-
come to the operator and family would amount to approximately
$2,100 per man, about a fourth more than would be earned per man
on either the small or medium-sized farm. The average returns per
hour of operator and family labor (85 cents) on the large farm is 5
to 10 percent larger than either of the other two sizes of farms.
The small and medium-sized farms are very similar in both
the farm organization, average investment, labor requirements and
in net returns per man and per $100 invested.
When all labor, including cropper labor, is considered, the
average returns per man on the large farm are reduced to $1,825
per man. But this average is roughly $100 larger than returns per
man to the operator and family labor on the small and medium-
sized farms.
These estimates indicate that at 1949 prices net returns from
alternative systems with reduced labor supplies and greatly re-
duced acreages of cotton could be increased, not only above pres-
ent net income but above net returns from the alternative systems
with present labor forces and relatively large number of acres
::.' Upland fanus arc lisen in t his analysis.
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TABLE 4(i.-SlI7711I1ary ComjJarison Of Alternative Systems of Farming on
Rcjnesnz!(/Iivc ()Zl'llcr ()j)crated Upland Farms with Reduced
___ ~(II)()1'_ Forces, Hayzu()()(l Co.ul1tY.._'-~'~'!!.~~ss~~j1949 l)!!c~l:.~=vc--,e=I)===-
----.0------- - Alternatives·-ll"Y size-ol'farm--
-Small----Medium --Large
--III III If1-
Beef- Beef- Beef-hogs-
hogs- hogs- poultry-
Item Unit cotton cotton cotton
-------_._-------- ---" .._-_ ..•_-----~--_._-------~-
Labor, man equivalents No. 0.85 1.4 2.0
Crop and pasture land
per man acres 57.6 55.6 73.4
Enterprises per man:
Cotton acres 5.9 5.7 3.0
Dairy cows No.
Beef cows No. 14 12 22
Hogs No. 49 39 33
Hens No. 35 28 200
InvC'stnwnt per 111an Dol. 12,365 12,210 16,530
Days workerl per man:
operator anrl family No. 227 215 249
Labor income of
operator and family Dol. 1.735 1,712 2,108
Returns per hour of
operator & family labor Dol. 0.76 0.80 0.85
, The labor force would be reduced about one-third from the present supply.
of cotton. They also indicate that when all labor is considered, the
average net returns per man do not vary greatly between farm
size groups. But, when only the labor of the operator and his
family is considered, the net returns per man are highest on the
representative large farm.
OBSTACLES OF MAKING DESIRABLE ADJUSTMENTS
Four important obstacles to making desirable adjustments are:
(11 the lack of capital, (2) the lack of experience and managerial
ability of farm operators, (3) greater risks, and (4) the lack of
satisfactory rental arrangements.
Capital
As labor incomes under the present systems are less than $1,000
per man-equivalent, and since the new systems require up to about
$9,600 in new capital per man-equivalent, it would be difficult to
pay for adjustments out of current capital savings.:\:J To pay for
these adjust.ments from increased labor income that would be ob-
tained from the alternative systems of farming would take from
2 to 16 years. Consequently, most of this new capital must come
The amount of new capitial required per man-equivalent ranges from <1:2,000
for alternative I on the representative upland farm to >j;9,640for alternative III on the
representative large upland farm.
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from some kind of credit. These capital needs, it should be re-
called, do not include funds for buying more land, as the sizes (in
acres) of the representative farms in this study would not change
in the alternative systems.
The total capital required to establish improved systems may
be minimized in the early stages of the adjustment period. Prob-
ably the greatest immediate returns would come from increasing
yields, especially of corn. By marketing corn through hogs or
poultry, an additional income can be added in about 2 years. Then
production of hay and pasture can be increased gradually and dairy
and beef cattle can be added. This process of "growing" into
the new system would enable operators to pay part of the expenses
from current earnings. They can also gain valuable experience
with the new enterprise as they are added.
If the present land, labor, and other resources remain at their
present levels of productivity, the new capital should yield a
return of between 15 and 35 percent. As the labor in the area
gains managerial ability, however, because of new and more varied
experiences, the costs of labor would tend to rise. As the cost of
labor increases some of the expected 15 to 35 percent returns
initially going into capital would be needed to pay the additional
labor cost.
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Managerial Ability
The introduction of new enterprises into the farming systems
proposed in this study requires many new managerial and labor
skills. These abilities may be developed by formal education or
by experience in handling these enterprises. Until the farmers in
this area have had opportunity to control the new systems of farm-
ing, it is difficult to evaluate the limitation of this factor. It will
be more difficult for the first operators to achieve success in the
new systems than for those who make adjustments later. It will
be more difficult to change systems of farming than to maintain
the new systems after they are established.
Risks
The proposed systems contain risks that are not present in the
existing system of farming. For example, production of forage
and corn, especially new seeding of permanent pastures, are more
adversely affected by dry weather than is production of cotton.
Recent droughts provide abundant evidence of this relationship
of weather to production of these crops.
Furthermore, the chances of loss from mismanagement prob-
ably would be greater in producing livestock than in producing
cotton. Losses from inadequate control of diseases and parasites,
for example, could be serious. They might be particularly so in the
initial stages of establishing the livestock enterprises, when the
operators have not yet learned how to handle livestock properly.
Losses that result from this lack of "know-how" could be
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minimized by III developing the livestock enterprise gradually
while acquiring the new skills by experience, and (2) intensive
efforts by local agricultural workers to acquaint farmers with
improved livestock production practices.
Rental Arrangements
If the alternative systems of farming are to be successful on
tenant farms, the rental arrangements must be adjusted so that
all concerned benefit from the adjustments. A more stable tenant-
landlord relationship will be needed, as benefits from many im-
proved practices will not be realized during the crop-year they are
applied. The more complex systems of farming will require more
complex agreements to assure that each party benefits from his
contribution to the business.
APPENDIX I
SAMPLING PROCEDURE
To obtain a representative sample of farms in Haywood County,
a stratified random sample was obtained as follows:
A map of the agricultural land of the county was strati-
fied into four geographic areas, each of which was further
stratified into 2-mile square blocks. From each geographic
area, sample blocks were selected at random. The number
of blocks drawn from a given area was proportionate ap-
proximately to the size of the area. A total of eight blocks
were selected.
The 2-mile square block was decided upon as the geo-
graphic sampling unit over the I-mile square block because
the relatively large number of farms within the larger block
would provide a better basis for an analysis of the possi-
bilities of combining farm units.
So far as possible, a survey record was obtained from all farm
operators whose headquarters were located within the boundaries
of the sample blocks.
APPENDIX II
DEFINITIONS OF CAPABILITY CLASSES::';
Definitions of capability classes as used in this report are shown
below. Capability of the land, determined by such physical factors
as character of the soil, steepness of slope, and degree of erosion,
is the basis for all recommendations for its use and treatment.
Each farm is mapped before planning and the land is placed into
capability classes. Six classes and four subclasses are used in this
district.
Adopted I'ronl Guide to Land Use and Trcatrnent for Soil and Water Conser-
vation, Soil Conservation District, Tennessee, 1~)47-48.
CLASS I: Land that is suitable for intensive use for row crops
without danger of deterioration, provided ordinary good farming
methods are used. It is nearly level, easily worked, and has
suffered little or no erosion.
CLASS II: Land that can be cultivated safely provided such prac-
tices as short rotations, cover crops, fertilization, contour culti-
vation and, in some cases, terracing are used. This land usually
slopes gently and moderate erosion is common.
SUB-CLASS II-A: Land that is imperfectly drained but that is
suited to intensive use for row crops with ordinary good farming
methods after establishment of a drainage system to remove excess
surface water.
CLASS III: Land that can be cultivated safely only if such prac-
tices as terracing, contour cultivation, strip cropping, moderately
long rotations, cover crops, and fertilization are used. This is
moderately sloping land and moderate to severe erosion is common.
SUB-CLASS III-A: Land that is poorly drained and moderately
limited as to crop adaptation. It can be used intensively for
adapted crops with ordinary good farming methods, when a drain-
age system to remove excess surface water has been established.
CLASS IV: Land that is best suited for permanent vegetation for
hay and pasture, but which can be cultivated occasionally, usually
not more often than 1 year in 6. This land is usually moderately
steep and severe erosion is common.
SUB-CLASS IV -A: Land that is very poorly drained and is severe-
ly limited as to crop adaptation. It can be used for adapted crops,
preferably hay and pasture crops, when a drainage system to
remove excess surface water has been established.
SUB-CLASS V-A: Swamp land on which drainage appears to be
impracticable at present. In some instances the land has an over-
wash of sand.
CLASS VI: Land that is best suited for permanent vegetation,
preferably for hay and pasture. May be used for trees. Usually
steep or severely eroded or both. Requires careful management
to stabilize erosion.
CLASS VII: Land best suited for timber or wildlife with selected
areas suited to grazing. Usually very steep or very severely
eroded or both.
APPENDIX I1A
DEFINITIONS OF FARM MANAGEMENT TERMS
1. A farm is a unit of land on which the operator does the plan-
ning, furnishes the supervision, owns the power and equipment,
and provides the labor force which may consist of either, or a
comb.ination of, wage hands, sharecroppers, the operator, and
unpaid labor of the operator's family.
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2. Farm organization relates to the selection of land, labor, and
equipment for a farm, the choice of crops to be grown, the
selection of livestock to be kept, and the proportions in which
all of these elements of the farm business should be combined.
3. Farming system is the detailed organization, method of op-
eration, and practices used on a particular farm.
4. A farm enterprise is an income-producing branch of the farm
business such as a crop or a class of livestock.
5. :Farm operator is one who organizes and directs the operation
of a farm. He may own all the land operated, rent all, or own
part and rent part.
6. Cropper or sharecropper is a tenant who furnishes manual
labor and may pay part of the direct costs in crop production;
but he furnishes no power or equipment. He receives as his
pay a share of the crop.
7. Labor used is the total time spent on field crops, pastures, and
livestock.
8. Family labor refers to that part of labor that is furnished by
the operator and his family.
9. Man-equivalent is the total labor used in the farm business
expressed as numbers of able-bodied men working full time.
The time of women and children is reduced to its equivalent in
man time. One man-equivalent is one man working 12 months.
10. Capital investment is the average value of real estate (including
dwelling) comprising the farm, livestock, equipment, feed, and
other supplies.
11. Farm budget is a plan for a system of farming on a farm for
a given period. It includes the major uses of the land, crops
to be grown, livestock to be kept, estimated production, capital
investments, receipts. expenses. and net income.
12. Family living from the farm equals the value of products grown
on the farm and used by the operator's household. (Rental
value of the dwelling is excluded).
13. Total income is the sum of the cash receipts and value of
family living from the farm.
14. Total expenses is the sum of cash expenses for items used in
production and depreciation on such items as buildings, fences,
livestock, and machinery.
15. Family farm earnings is the total income less total expenses.
This is the return to operator and family labor, management,
and capital.
16. Family labor earnings equals the family farm earnings less 5
percent interest on the average capital investment. This is the
return to labor and management.
17. Family labor income is the family labor earnings less the family
living from the farm.
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APPENDIX III
CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED SOIL GROUPS87
GROUP 30 - SOILS
WELL DRAINED SILT LOAM AND FINE SAND LOAM
UPLANDS AND TERRACES
REPRESENTATIVE SERIES: Memphis, Loring, Lintonia, Dexter
This group of deep, well drained, reddish-brown, loessial up-
land and terrace soils permit free moisture movement and root
penetration for deep rooted crops and is moderately well supplied
with phosphate and potash. These soils respond readily to good
farm practices. However, they are subject to severe sheet and
gully erosion and extreme care should be exercised in their use
and treatment.
Crops that require a constant supply of moisture throughout
the growing season do well on these soils. Under favorable con-
ditions of slope and erosion these soils are well adapted to such
crops as alfalfa, red clover, kudzu, cotton, small grains and truck
crops. These are also excellent soils for most pasture grasses and
legumes.
GROUP 40 - SOILS
SOILS WITH IMPERFECT INTERNAL DRAINAGE DUE TO
PAN DEVELOPMENT IN THE SUBSOIL
REPRESENTATIVE SERIES: Grenada, Richland, Freeland,
Providence
These are moderately deep loessial upland and terrace soils
usually found on gently rolling topography. They are usually
yellowish-grey or brownish-grey at the surface, becoming yellow-
ish in the upper subsoil. Surface drainage is adequate. However,
internal or subsoil drainage is restricted by a gray, compact layer
or "pan" found at depths of from 24 to 30 inches. This condition
limits the amount of moisture available to crops in dry summer
months and yet causes an excess of water in the surface soil in
winter and until late spring. These soils have only moderate nat-
ural fertility. Severe sheet and gully erosion may be expected
unless care is taken in the use and management of these soils.
Such crops as cotton, annual lespedeza, sericea lespedeza, and
winter-growing small grains and legumes are adapted to these
soils. Alfalfa and kudzu are not generally recommended. Most
pasture grasses and legumes do fairly well on these soils if prop-
erly limed and fertilized.
'" Adapted from Guide to Land use and Treatment [or Soil and Water Conser-
vation, Soil Conservation District, Tennessee, 1947-48.
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GROUP 42 - SOILS
MODERATELY DRAINED FIRST BOTTOM SOILS
REPRESENT ATIVE SERIES: Collins, Hyman
These are deep, moderately well drained bottom land soils from
loessial and mixed materials. They are found along both large
and small stream valleys and are often called "made land." They
have light-brown or yellowish-brown surface layers and are mot-
tled yellow and gray subsoils. Surface drainage is fair. Flood
waters do not stand for long periods. The subsoil is imperfectly
drained, and such devices as levees, open ditches, and diversion
ditches are usually necessary for best results. They are easily tilled
and respond rapidly to good soil management practices.
These soils are well adapted to the growth of such crops as
corn, soybeans. cotton. lespedeza. and truck crops except when
severe overflow is a hazard. Pasture grasses and legumes also do
well on these soils.
GROUP 43 - SOILS
POORLY DRAINED FIRST BOTTOM SOILS
REPRESENTATIVE SERIES: Falaya, Ina
This a group of moderately wet or poorly drained bottom land
soils formed from loessial and mixed loessial, and coastal plains
materials. They are found extensively along the stream bottoms
throughout the loessial belt. The surface layers are light brownish-
gray in color. The subsoils are usually gray mottled. The water
table is usually variable but high in wet seasons. These soils are
often subject to flooding and in rainy seasons water is inclined
to "pond" in low places. In this condition their usefulness is lim-
ited largely to pasture grasses and legumes and to summer crops
that can grow and mature after the soils dry out in the spring.
They are moderately low in natural fertility.
Proper drainage will reduce the water hazard for many com-
monly grown crops, such as corn, soybeans, and lespedeza. Cotton
is inclined to mature late on these soils. Where water is a severe
hazard, pasture is the best use for these soils.
APPENDIX IV
STATISTICAL TABLES
.1/1/11'1111/.\ rillill' I. Hl'lillllil/.l!IIjJ lif ;lp.I' 1)( lHil/I'S In 1111'
I.illil)} I'lil(,(' Iii illI' ,\lill-I'I/"1"illl'll Rilllllp." III FilIIllS,
Ilo)'u'lilil! Clillllly. [1'11111:,1.11:1'. 1917
Average number 01 Average number()j
man-equivalents Ag'e of males man-equivalents
per male in years per male
60 56-60 .82
.87 61-65 .77
1.00 66-70 .851
.96 71-75 .25
.95 76-80 .451
Age of males
in years
11-15
Hi-20
21-45
46-50
51-55
I These deviations 1'1'0111 the d()-\\,rt1ward trend which is---associated--\\~Ith incr-easlng
age results TrOlll the slllali nurnhcr of persons in the sanlple.
INCREASING THE FARM INCOME
AjJ!JCllrlix
Item Unit
lb.
Ton
Bu.
Bu.
18.70
2.04
9.60
.75
89
Unit
Cwt.
CWt.
Cwt.
Head
Cwt.
Lb.
Doz.
Head
Head
.lor Farm Products Sold,
Oats
Feed
Cottonseed
meal
Starter mash
Growing mash
Laying mash
Scratch feed
Supplement
33%
Oyster shells
Tankage
Calf meal
Misce llaneous
Motor oil
Gasoline
Low grade
tractor fuel
Grease
Barbed wire
Woven
wire 72"
Woven
wire 32"
Post,
wooden 4"
Electric fence
Sexed pullets
Ginning cotton
Cotton picking
Wages, no
board or rm .
Wages, room
and/or
board
Bu.
Ton
Cwt.
Cwt.
Cwt.
Cwt.
Cwt.
Cwt.
Cwt.
Cwt.
Gal.
Gal.
Gal.
Lb.
80 rds.
rod
rod
Each
Each
Each
Bale
Cwt.
Hour
Hour
Pro per
Unit
Dollars
23.60
20.42"
14.00"
185.00
18.60
.24
.42
47.00
67.00
Used 111Talile :J.-Estimaterl Prices Paid 11')1 Farmers for !ter})s
Produrtion, Haywood County, J'cnnessee, 19,19
Pro per
Unit Unit Item Unit
Dollars
0.16
.25
4.00
38.00
46.00
45.00
44.00
52.10
58.80
38.00
69.44
60.00
66.00
29.37
42.80
40.00
13.00
9.93
.10
.13
.16
.36
2.10
.65
.23
.24
2.04
Item
Veal calves
Baby beeves
Beef cows
Milk cows
Hogs
Chickens,
exc. broilers
Eggs
Horses
Mules
Pr.per
Unit
Dollars
1.55
86.00
4.90
5.10
4.75
3.90
6.00
.80
6.86
5.25
1.21
.23
.13
.23
8.00
1.37
.78
.56
25.50
.21
8.50
2.75
.44
Taille 'l..~/1zI(:mge l'rias Reai"iled
Fenw:ssee, 1919
Pro per
Unit
Dollars
0.29
68.501
1.70\
.79
Cotton lint
Cottonseed
Corn
Oats
Lespedeza hay,
loose Ton
Soybeans for beans Bu.
Lespedeza seed Cwt.
White clover seed Lb.
Crimson clover
seed Cwt. 16.80
Condensery milk Cwt. 3.70
_. 1 Adjusted'to trend of 1934-=-49 data. ,-'Estirnated by applying -the priee ratio of
these classes to medium steers on the Nashville market in 1949.
AjJjJClldix
Item
Conservation
Drainage ditch Cu. yd.
(drag line)
Ponds
Fertilizer
and lime
Lime
2-12-6
6-8-8
6-8-6
6-8-4
6-12-] 2
0-0-50
0-12-12
32-0-0
0-48-0
16-0-0
0-20-0
4-12-4
3-9-6
Seed
Cotton seed Cwt.
Hybrid corn Bu.
Korean
lespedeza Lb.
Kobe lespedeza Lb.
Sericea
lespedeza Lb.
Orchard grass Lb.
Ladino clover Lb.
Fescue Lb.
Hairv vetch Lb.
Button clover Lb.
Ogden
soybeans
Cu. Yd.
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Bu. .37
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Dollars
96
AjJj}(:llrlix '[lIf)le L-IJrices }Jllirl f)y FIlUIlt:!S Iur Fllrm Equipment,
Haywood Co II II [enlle.l.w:eJ 1V19
Tractor equipment
Kind Value
Dollars
(1) I-row tractor equipment:
Tractor 1,045
Breaking plow, 1 bottom 156
" ., 2 disk 215
Disk harrow, 5 ft. 144
Harrow, 60 tooth 58
Cultivator, I-row 99
Planter-distributor,
I-row 89
Mower, 41;2 ft. 124
" 6 ft. 196
Side deli very rake 210
Grain drill, 7 ft. 321
Lime spreader, 10 ft. 163
End gate spreader 63
(2) 2-row tractor equipment:
(3)
Tractor
Breaking plow, 2 bottom
" "2 disk
Disk harrow, 6 ft. tandem
Section harrow, 80 tooth
Planter-fertilizer
distributor
Cultivator
Lister or bedder
Mower, 6-7 ft.
Side delivery rake
Middlebuster
Grain drill, 8 ft.
Trailer, 4 wheel, rubber
Stalk cutter
Other Equipment:
Manure spreader with
lime attachment
Two single-unit milking
machines
1,680
215
240
219
(;}.
205
235
134
263
260
231
316
238
114
379
404
Workstock equipment
Kind Value
Stalk cutter, I-row
Turning plow,
moldboard, 2-H
Disk harrow
Section harrow, 2 sections
Cultipacker, 10 ft.,
single
Cultipacker, double
Planter, I-row
Fertilizer distributor,
2-H
Cultivator. 2-Horse,
I-row
Cultivator, I-Horse
Mower, 4% ft.
Rake, dump
Side delivery rake, 10 ft.
Grain drill, with
fertilizer attachment
Lime spreader, 10 ft.
End gate spreader
Wagon. 2-Horse
23
96
45
90
169
51
180
96
7
163
96
196
309
163
56
152
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Appendix Ta!J1e 5. /l comjwrisl!1l of Ihe "'lcreages of Colton per Farm
used in Bud,p.elinp. /'resenl and /lltc/na/ii!e 8)'S/I'III,\ of Farming on
R"j))Clcnlali'ul' Fallns icitll Tlu;oH:lical Acreages Bascd on
1955 Acrcage /Illollllenls, Haywood Counly, '1'(']/7/1',1,1('('
Alternative systems
Present Adjusted Present Reduced
Present to 1955 labor labor
Farm gTOUp Actual Allotments] sUJl]lly supply---- --_.-
6 Acres Acres Acres Acres
;) Upland farms
Small 12.5 10.5 9.5 5.0
H Medium-size 19.3 16.1 15.0 8.0
l'" Large 35.0 29.3 15.0" 6.0),
5 Bottom land farms
Small 12.0 10.0 10.0 5,0
g! Medium-size 19.4 16.2 13.0 5.0
~j 1 The ratio of the State's IH55 acrea.L':e allotlnent to the State's 1947 actual acres
in cultivation July 1 (83.7 percentl u1uJtipllcd b,\/ the present 1 actual) acreage un
representative fanns.
:.:Also 25 acres, assu111ing seasonal \.vagc labor for picking and chopping is
~i available.
1 ~
AjJjJClIIllX Tailic li. LIII/lllortl-TCI/l1II1 Shllrc ill Inclil/lc. Costs and
Inveslmcnls. Present IIW] Al/I'ulIltive systems of Farrning,
H.aywood COLinly, Tennessee
Item
Income
Cotton
Corn
Hav
Li~estock
Livestock products
Increase in livl'stock inventory
osts
Direct cash expenses::
Cotton
Corn
Hav
Pasture
Productive livestock I
Decrease in livestock inventory
Labor
Power and general farm equip.
Land, buildings, fences
vestments
Real estate
Livestock
::lower and machinery
Alternativ~ syste!l1_ PresenTsystem
Tenant Landlord Tenant Landlord
2/3
I
1
1/2
1/2
1,/2
1/3
1/3
1/3
1/3
1/2
1/2
c;ll
all
all
all
1/2
all
I Fed to livestock
S0111('ten;::lnts gl't :dl uf the feed crops Pl'oQul'(·d.
Fertilizer, lilHe seed bought, ginning cotton, spra,v 11In.lerI(_d~.
Feed, feed grinding, h:1uhng. vet.erinnl'.Y and Inedicinc. specialized livestock
equipment. electricity.
1
AplJendix TIlMe I. l:ff('cI of Chllnge III Re/llliuwhip uf Fric('.1 Racii'eil liY Fanners for Specific Farm
fJmill/cls on Family Lahur I:llnzings, RejJu·.IFnllllii'(· ,\In!illlll-si:ed Uplllnd Farm,
____________. ~ F!_ay.1L'o~~_~~1I.nly, T.!.:~~.\\(~(~ ._. . .~ ... _
--R;du~ti~~--- -.. -.--.--Number unitssoldandcI.lange-invalues- ---------
[rom 1949 Present -----.-- Alieinativ~-syst~ln.!.._.. . _
_____.R':.i_c~ . s)'s!~'!1__! II III
Dollars Units Dollars Units Dollars Units Dollars Units Dollars
0.20 50 10
37,00 14,5 536 18 666
13,15 2 26
5.28
1.50
0.40
2.00
20.00
0.06
0.24
xx
xx
Corn Bu. 0.45 50 23
Cotton Bale 60.00 14.5 870 18 1,080
Beef, 450-lb. calf Hd. 26.20 2 52
Hogs, 220 lbs. Hd. 10.56 11 116
Pigs Hd. 4.00 2 8
Milk, Grade B Cwt. 0.80 14 11 825 660
Veal Hd. 4.00 1 4 13 52
Cow Hd. 35.00 3 105 2 70
Eggs Doz. 0.12 135 16 280 34 5,430 652
Hens, 6 lbs. Hd, .36 34 12 330 112
Total all products xx xx 961 xx 2,082 xx 2,351
Total livestock xx xx 91 xx 979 xx 1,271------_._-- ...__.----------_ ..._.- ----------~---_._--~. -------------~-
Product
Corn
Cotton Oint, seed)
Beef, 450-lb. calf
Hogs, 220 lbs.
Pigs
Milk, Grade B
Veal
Cow
Eggs
Hens, 6lbs,
Total all products
Total livestock
Unit
Bu.
Bale
Hd.
Hd.
Hd.
Cwt.
Hd.
Hd.
Doz.
Hd.
2
14
1
3
6
2
825
13
3
280
34
xx
xx
11
330
26
60
17
8
1,175
499
58
2
5,430
330
xx
xx
18
13
8
3
666
171
42
5
9.25
13
65
2
1
2
280
34
xx
xx
342
171
343
3
2
40
17
8
926
584
9.25 570
13 340
65 686
2 8
1 4
2 70
280 34
34 12
xx 1,724
__~~_!-.1~
40
326
79
1.329
663
18
13
8
3
1,080
340
85
12
135 8
xx
xx
581
45
--- --_ ..-- ....,---
A 1)1}(' II d 1\ 1'ali/e 8. Eltillwt('(/ Lalw/ RClfuirements Per AI re !if C /!i jJs alld Pel' Hcad 0/ Lir'es/oc!; !ill Farms
l sing Il'm!;s/oc!i fIn 1'(J7l'er) !lIZ /n(Jiled Systems of Fa rill illg. Southern Broll'lI Loam A rca, Tennessee
------- --------------------
Total
~terprise Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.
•....•
---- ---,-~- Z
Man-hours per acre 0
Corn (45 bu.) 37.4 0.1 0.3 1.8 4.3 6.6 7.1 3.1 5.2 5.2 3.7 ::0M
Corn (75 bu.) 44.9 0.1 0.3 1.8 4.3 6.6 7.1 3.1 8.0 8.0 5.6 >
Cotton (500 lbs. lint) 139.7 0.6 0.4 2.0 5.7 19.0 24.3 9.5 .4 26.3 36.8 14.7 UJ
Cotton (625 lbs. lint) 158.4 0.6 0.4 2.0 5.7 19.0 24.3 9.5 .4 32.6 45.6 18.3
•....•
Z
Lespedeza (1.8 T) 14.5 1.3 .9 6.2 6.1 0
Lespedeza (1.0 T) 13.6 2.0 1.3 5.2 5.1 '"'l
Small grain (40 bu.)1 5.3 2.0 1.6 1.7 ::q
Soybeans (25 bu.) 15.8 7.0 7.0 1.8 M
Est. and main. pasture 6.4 1.0 1.7 1.7 .5 .5 .5 .5 ""J
Cover crops 5.0 2.0 3.0 >
Sericea Lespedeza 23.0 1.0 1.4 10.3 10.3 ::0
~
Man-hours per head •....•
Dairy cows (hand milked) 145.0 12.6 12.0 11.9 12.2 12.6 12.2 12.6 12.3 11.7 11.8 11.4 11.7 Z
Dairy cows (mch. milked) 100.0 8.8 8.2 8.6 8.6 8.1 7.7 8.0 8.0 7.8 8.6 8.8 8.8 0
Bulls 50.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 0~Other "cattle" 20.0 4.0 4.0 3.0 1.0 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 .5 2.0 3.0 M
Hogs (inc. breeding stock) 10.0 .8 .8 1.3 .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 1.3 1.0 1.4 1.4
Hens 2.0 .2 .2 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .2 .3 .3 .2
Chickens 1.0 .2 .2 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1
------------._-_.'. -------_._--- "--_.~ •..__ ._~.._, .._,._._~--_._ ..-. --------_._--------------
I Custom harvesting of soybeans and oats: oat straw saved by the operator.
A/)/)CI/(I/\ T1l111f' Il. Ellillill/1'11 11(1)(11 J{cI!l/ircmcl/ls Pe; Ac)c of Cm/)s 1m FIIIIIIS OjJl'IlI!1'I1 11'it!1 Tmc/l)ls IIni!
Tuutl)) Equi/)II7I'I/I. Il17jJro<'ed Systcms of Falllling. SOl/them nUnC11 LOlllf! AICII, Tennesscc]
~------ ~ -----_ .._---_._- ------------_ .._ ... _-
Crop Year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr.
May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. ;'\lOY. Dec.
-------------_ ...- --- ---------------_. Man-hours per acre CO
Corn (45 bu.) 24.7 0.1 0.2 0.7 3.0 3.3 3.3
1.0 4.8 4.8 3.5 cj
Corn (75 bu.) 32.0 .1 .2 .7 3.0 3.3 3.3
1.0 7.5 7.5 5.4 r
Cotton (500 Ibs. lint) 116.2 .4 .3 1.3 3.6 12.0 15.4 6.0 0.4 25.9 36.4 14.5
r
:?=j
Cotton (625 Ibs. lint) 134.3 .4 .3 1.3 3.6 12.0 15.0 6.0 .4 32.1 45.1 18.1
-3
Lespedeza (1.8 T) 10.3 .7 .5 .7 4.2 4.2
....•
Lcspedeza (1.0 T) 7.7 1.0 .7 3.0 3.0
Z
Small grain (40 bUY' 6.1 3.7 2.4
Z
Soybeans (25 bu.)~ 6.6 4.0 1.2 1.4
0
Establish and
~
maintain pasture 2.6 .2 .3 .7 .8 .2 .4
*'"*'"
Cover crops 2.4 2.4
L~sp~dez~_~~E.:<l_ C2_TL 12.7 .4 .3 6.0 6.0
1 Labor requiren1ents on livestock are the satne as sho\vn in Appendix Table 8.
, Custom harvesting of the soybeans and oats, oat straw saved by operator.
